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1. Any asic] who takes & newspaper regularly
from the
office~whether directed to his name or
another’s, fon whether

he

has

subscribed or not—is

Tesponsivie for the payment.
Ifa person
hs Jape
: aaa

all arrearages, or

discontinued, he

the publisher

may

con-

tinue to send it until jAyiantis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether
the paper is taken from the
eMce or not.

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-ofice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled
for, is prima
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
5 When Agents receive Jromams, no fercentage
on moneys sent for the Star
towed in addition.
4a We send no books out to be sold on commis=
or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
thems
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"The Aged.
amp Silvie
Oli, pass ye by the aged
With gentle step and slow ;

‘|

They have the burden of years to bear,
And the tide of their life is low.

Speak kindly as ye greet them,
For their world is dim and cold,
And a beaming look from a youthful heart
Is the sunlight of the old.
And commune

ye with the aged;

Ask them of days gone by ;
Ye know

not what

a store they have

Of hoarded memory ;

Of hopes, that like the rainbow shone,
Only to fade in tears:
And love and sorrow, change and death,
Bind their long seroll of years,

And learn ye from the aged
How

with a tranquil eye

They look back on Life’s stormy sea
And all its vanity ;
The hope deferred, the dark despair,

The daily toil and strife,
They are buried all in the waves of time,
Of the aged ask of life!
And pray ye for the aged !

With tottering steps they stand
Upon the very borders
Of the Everlasting Land.
Ask for them strength in weakness,
And Faith's supporting rod;
And through Death's eold, dark water
The strong right arm of God.
— Argosy.

Meeting

of Scientific Men.

recall a numberof learned men

theory

of

Darwin.

My

idea

is,

that if investigation and observation lead
«J remember to have seen an abbreviation us to conclusions opposite to those we now
lieve, we must change our belief. My
in the spelling book about ' the Academy of
reading
on’ the development theory has not
Arts and Sciences. I used to know: it, and
I stand
all the members of my clase had to recite perhaps been very ‘extensive.
:

it,

with

others

Greek 0 us.

that

were

then

x

so

much

‘Sometimes the teacher-would

explain what they stood for, and sometimes

we" thought
‘he could not. However that
may be, I presume I have just seen the
real thing itself.
It assembled at Cambridge this year, atthe Museum of Com-

open to conviction.
evidence

But’ there

before I shall

must ‘be

believe that a man

was derived from a monkey.

All that I

know of science is opposed to it,—all that
I have observed is against it,—most that
have made investigations, so far as Iam
informed, have come to results:quite differ-

from the development, theory.
'Agsometimes called. Professors and learned assiz is most emphatic ‘in his | apposition to
He does not adopt it, Because
men, United States Coast Surveyors, men this theory.
engaged in State surveys, men collecting observations do not lead in that direction.
cabinets, men doing any kind of ‘work hav- He did not believe it in 1850—I heard him
ing relations to sciefice or art, are accustom- leeture then. He certainly does not believe
“ ed to meet, and read papers involving the itnow. His eyes.and ears are open. But
results of their investigations, and compar- he doés not yet adopt Darwinism.
M.L. M
ing notes, | Sometimes a paper is read
which provokes sharp criticism. If another
observer ‘has witnessed a different result,

parative Geology—Agassiz’

Museum, it is ent

Rambles.

or if the consequences to be naturally deduced should go contrary to some of our
most settled eonvictions, it will '= very
likelybe replied to. There is freedomto

utter one’s mind.’ ‘But remarks without
previous investigation do not meet approyval. - Humbug is frowned down. To get
the-approbation ofthe Academy ome must
know what he, says,~kuow, by actual experiment. or infallible logic. .Xt-is. an or-

+ deal from which many shyink,;.

ol

It had been myEr fortune’ fo attend
to meeting's
é Assocation fol “the

Adyangehn A

Putin dnd my desires

to witness i proceedings in this Associ
ou power naturally aroused, ~Durin

its aps ion the dibs fiviion doin

Thos.

Briton, Esq., we saw

relics of the revolution,
neighborhood.

His

me, was a Friend,

grandfather,

he

told

no

part

He

came

from

distant, to’ plow

in

his
the

steamer andi thestateroom,”

ted

|»hid

myselfto

and hid

a

who

a atchings;
4

ively iniproved, and human life and property have been held at a very cheap rate.
Intemperanee; with-its-two

of death open day and night, has of course

been the silent patsyer in this revelry of

daily press.

Public meetings have been

Fn

old Quaker’s

ciety took during the late war with the
South. He replied’ that’ both those who
went into the war and those who paid their
bounty money fell under the censure of the
Society, but mentioned by name several
who refused to make

they had

done

any

wrong

confession

in giving

and saecor to their country in such

that

support
a

time

of need.
From here we go over the Alleghanies
to Pittsburg, of ‘which I will give some
aecount next week .
Jota.

Chicago Correspondence.
REBUILDING.

trumpet,” the simple fact rémains, that the
I commitordinary history of ‘half a'score’ of years
ver gdeases has been’ condensed ‘into a single twelve-

come to the sonlusion that gronve
¥

as

ed

oy pat ules a of some ferocious wild
ans the little thing vainly soughtto make
HT

dio " Vicosprehident >. bold office for

month. That, during ‘ that’ time; a people
literally ‘overwhelmed by a calamity which
must ‘stand:as’ the wonder:of ‘the ages,

the laws. Our prominent merchants and
bankers have taken part in these movements, and organized virtue is boldly and
steadily meeting organized vice. The result is already very gratifying, and we feel
fully justified in saying that, to-day, Chicago is as well governed as almost any city
on the continent.
The readers of the Star
have already learned something of the effort made recently to enforce the Sunday
law requiring the closing of saloons on that
day. We are now able to add that, after

thousand

workmen

Wallet

i

fas

WASHINGTON, D. C,, Dec. 11, 1872,
LEGISLATIVE,

fair will be investigated, to see if there was

dictatorial . power, which

he

continued

to

ranks

of the

Republicans,

to

which

character of the man, the
and order are hopeful.

friends

of law

Another cheering token of our future is

McEnerny, who in

turn was to send Warmoth to the U. S.
Senate,
was
declared
Governor.
But
Kellogg, the candidate of the Pinchback
men,

was

also

declared

elected

by

his

constituents, with a Legistature to match
that of the Warmoth party. Both Legislatures

have

assembled,

Pinchback’s

in

day,

and

the

workmen

passed

through

But this is only a sort of preliminary hole.
It will yet require six, months ora year

lyn pastor, has been

here

for some

time,

and finds no lack of pulpits or hearers,
In addition to public preaching in several
of the

differcut

churches,

she

has

given

Mr, Shanly,

the contractor,

is

growing cheerful.
COLORADO.
The House committee on Territories last
Thursday took up the proposition to admit
Colorado as a State, or, that failing, to enlarge the Territory by consolidation with
it of the most populous and important part

of Wyoming.

The

project contemplates

with doors where the

very

shy

“latch

string: hangs

out"te all earnest disciples.
ley is an open communionist,
mise the reason why our,
Baptist brethren
do not.
“disorderly” sister.

As Miss Smiwa may sur‘‘order loving”
welcome their

Just at present, the

somewhat celebrated

Henry Morehouse, hot long ago called the
‘¢ English boy preacher,” is here, and attracting more or less attention

in

a, series

of discourses at Dr. Evarts’s church, - Cons
siderable interest lias been awakened, and
it is hoped permanent good done.
“BROTHER

MOODY.”

The renders of the Star nye all heard of
Dy: L.

Moody,

who, in connection, with the

Young Men's. Christian Association here;
and more vecently as a lay preacher. in, the
East: and, in England, bas a national reputation.; They will be pleased to learn that
he is back on his ald ‘ground once! more;
and doing: valiant service against the devil:

government the benefitof the

culation

of cir-

to a condition commensurate with the
ands

of

business,

Our

present

policy is defective, and the wonder is

that it has been endured so long. It enables a
few money centers to control the circalating

medium, and thus to inflict serious embarrassments upon business.

just as bad if not
thing else. Tt is
interests of the
pass this or some

Monopolies

in money

are

worse than monopolies in anydemanded by the great business
country, that Congress should
other kindred measure.

Senator Pomeroy has introduced a bill to prohibit the importation, manufacture and sale of
intoxicating liquors as a beverage in the Terri-

tories and in the District of Columbia. This bill
is succinct, but sweeping in its prohibitive character,

and

the

penalties

stringent and efficient.

It provides for the abrogation of the lic®nse

sys-

tem, and punishes the offender by imposing a
fine of $500 and imprisonment for not less than

the Pacific Railroad. Should the attempt of
Colorado to secure admissionbe favorably
met by the House, Utah will probably presen ther claims and endeavor to secure the
regognition of her rights to self-government,
GENEROSITY OVERDONE.
By a bill passed in the House of Representatives Thursday, every private soldier,
musician or officer .who, during the war,

served. in the army 90 days, and was honorably

discharged;

every

seaman,

marine

°

three months, and in default of payment of fines
an additional imprisonment for a like term.
The present state of public sentiment in the
nation, and the average opinion in Congress. do
not warrant the belief that this much needed and

eminently

righteous legislation, will be given to

th&country this year, but Mr, Pomeroy’s bill is
an entering wedge, and is bound to go through

sometime.
A civilized and Christian people can not. much
longer endure a traffic which sends 100,000 persons annually to drunkards’ graves, which causes
three-fourths of all the crime and pauperism in
the land. Let those who laugh at and ridicule
such legislation prepare to laugh on t’other side.

“ It's coming yet, for a’ that.”
Mr.

Morrill,

of

;

Vermont,

en Thursday

last,

made a splendid apd very able speech on national education, and urged the further endowment
of national colleges.
The effort was exhaustive.
of the whole subject.
You will see his grand effort, and may choose to make your own comments. The proposition in the House to provide
for the construction of ten new steam vessels of
war, attracts much attention, and the debate as

to whether these

vessels shall be built in the

navy yards or im private yards runs pretty high,
Much may be very properly said on either’ side,”
To construct these ships in our government yards,
under existing circumstances, is a slow and an expensive process,and if they be constructed under
private contract,
antecedent facts, respecting

similarly built vessels, warrant the beliefthat almost endless clamor will be made

ers to the departments

by

the

build-

aud to Congress for &-

ditional compensation, in shape of claims.
Tu
almost every instance in the past, private contractors who have built our war vessels have de=
Perhaps this’can be avoided in the future.
If,
as is now proposed, part of these ships be built
in government yards and part on private con-

over ten thousand, all of which is along the
extreme southern border and the line ' of

be

the

circulation, and will increase the volume

manded additional compensation.

churches, however, seem

to

It will give

the people

will reap the advantages.

tory among its neighbors and the' end of
its distinct territorial existence. The chairman of the Com. on Territories is warmly in
favor of the plan, and it probably has a
much better prospect of success than that
for the admission of Colorado to the Union.
It is agreed, in its support, that the present actual population of Wyoming is not

and so she works
which are blessed

nt

the ultimate distribution of the latter Terri-

several afternoon Bible readings in the
First Congregational church. As she is
said tobe a thorough Greek and Hebrew
scholar, her expositions are instructive and
interesting. The close communion Baptist
of this Baptist Quaker,
among those churches

me a law, both

the gove

growing

her doors.

The religious interest here shows awakened activity among the various churches,
with prospects
of revival.
Considerable
outside assistarice has Yeen called.in and with

and

‘financial

and one

to pierce the west heading. But MasPolice is making it. uncomfortably warm
for the gambling fraternity. Ifthe cru- sachusettsis delighted. She begins to see
sade inaugurated against these fellows be through the difficulty. After spendinga
continued, their power for harm will be lot of money, and having drilled away imgreatly crippled; and, though it is. too patiently for twenty years or less, success
much to expect the ‘‘tiger” to be hunted seems to be at hand. This tunnel will
down and destroyed, yet .there is good | give better railroad communication with
ground to hope he will not longer dare to the West, by which Boston fondly hopes to
bring a wonderful amount of business to
openly show his claws.

RELIGIOUS INTEREST.

Should this bil

election came,

from one side of the mountain to the other.

found in the fact that the new Chief of

Senator Cole has introduced a bill to replace
national bank RE with United States notes.

Pinchback, Casey, the Collector of Customs, and Packard, the United States Marshal, joined themselves. Pretty soon the

the State House and Warmoth’s somewhere
else. Each claims to be the authoritative
some weeks of trial, the friends of temper- ‘body, and issues its proclamations accordance and morality may rejoice that the evil ingly. Each appeals to the President for
is largely suppressed. The Mayor; Mr. recognition, Pinchback having the counteMedill, though tardy and even reluctant in nance of a U. 8S. Court, and Warmoth beItisa
assuming the authority, is firm, and finds ing sustained by the State courts.
his efforts so seconded by all good citizens Legislative fight, with some danger that
that the saloon-keepers begin to fear that federal authority may feel obliged to in-:
something more than ‘‘a spasm of virtue” terfere, and blood be shed, 1t is at least
a lamentable affair, and which Legislature
has overtaken the city authorities.
What the next few weeks may prove will finally be sustained remains to he
can only by conjectured. Very much de- geen, The Pinchback men are now trying
pends on the Mayor, as under our present to impeach Warmoth,
THE HOOSAC TUNNEL.
law, he has arbitrary power with reference
to the revocation of licenses; but judging | " The Hoosac tunnel may be considered a
from some conspicuous. examples which he success. A juncture-of the east heading
with the central shaft was effected Thurshas made of offenders of late, and from the

About thirty colors are only all right. We defer until a
have heen employed future time some account of the Christian
I

four to six stories in hight.

‘the proposed amendment, and the same
provision for a choice by the House of
Representatives as now exists, B case no

and: found most of the seryants asleep.
Many might have escaped but for the barred windows of the roof, which fastened
them in to their terrible doom; The af-

the

|

counterfeited. : They had

Lec
1

crime, all of -which has strengthened a public sentiment favorable to the execution of

stones and; smoldering, marts and. rebuild
crossing and. recrossing, tng. boats, going their walls much better; more enduring and
Prof. O M. MitehAnd coming, ‘small craft: «with ' sails or .on a grander scale than before in little more Though: he now has a ‘ tabernacle” on, the
2 then:
hn or: Ee
in’ the i
isteam cover ‘thé ‘waters. They’ keep clear ithan a single year, is surely something to North Side for his. owh use,built in the most
at” bly 5 MM“How
AA die’
ha,
obs
yy the
5
\
of the “sotind Steamer,” or she’ slackens her challenge, attention and justify a few ex- primitive style, and. holds regular service
of |pace, to ayoid a collision, rounds the point clamation points: Some idea may be form- there, he still finds time to lend a hand to
her way to the | pier [where she. @d of the magnitude of the work ‘when we any and allof the churches, for!‘ Brother
Bor Senta sd ter! on its surface at one and makes
tine, but né indications how.’ a, Hofs- ‘ties up on the Nowth' river, Arrived at state that the space: already occupied by Moody,” as everybody. (including thé Chinew buildings since the fire is equal to an cago. Times) calls him, is a real ‘field
es
ih fons
of GEFET
I 4fend ex
Jp
i riments,Schoo] of ‘her place ‘she. finds it a
a area of over, one hundred dores, most: of officer,” and not at all particular about the
, therg wi
smal
‘some
2 rl a domestic animal whichis occupied by massive blocks (rom name of the regimen’ he fights in, if the
5
4h
xp A bank ‘note PF nal, ii

gs

a

exercise long after there was any need of
it. His imperial style awoke opposition in

was baptized some mouths ago by a Brook-

1 laughed at the

valor, and asked hum. what course his so-

u Spall wing year it. met and Brooklyn, . The, farge, ferry, boats are

: bows

ad

repeatedly held, committees organized and
money contributed for the suppression of

about him.

By the time L Was up and dressed, the
ofl, while'T wis NAB" at
rise from: theif blackened hearthaN
Ji, A
A ot” at Montreal” 1 steamer Was passing bétween ‘Now York should

pike SE2h ? Sar ongSu. 8

CY

Utiion, an organization
to be coukited among:

Congress has commenced business in earnest,
¢ inferred, that Chi- | !any need of such a-loss of life, and if the
kebuilding its walls, managers did their best on the occasion. Already there are many important bills in a
state of forwardness, and the indications are that
and has au eye only to its Material prosper- The pecuniary loss by the’ fire was about this will be an active session. Among the most
ity. Reconstruction, and diPeetion of the one hundred thousand dollars.
important measures is the new Internal Reve
THE LOUISIANA WAR.
forces which create law and order have gone
nue bill, reported by Mr. Dawes.
It provides
on apace with the energy which has wroughs
In the early days of reconstruction, one for the dismissal of all assessors, and will, as adout the commercial prosperity of the past Warmoth, the worst of
carpet-baggers, mitted by the opposition, save $1,700,000, which
will be a boon to the tax-payers. Such a measyear.
All our churches have worked zeal- was
elected
Governor | of . Louisiana.
ure can not fail to meet, and must receive, pop~
ously to stir up the people to a sense of Pinchback, a colored man, ‘was elected # ular favor. Moreover, it will strengthen the
their. duty and danger, and their efforts have Lieut. Governor. At the time of the New administration and the Republican party with
been seconded by a. good portion of. the Orleans riot Warmoth was given almost the people.

the

to sleep.

=

crime. But let it not
cago is only intent on

more or less definite results. Miss Smiley,
the Quakeress who, is will be remembered,

my-

and went

thousand doors

adjoining fields; but left when the battle
began to rage and the balls flew thick

Boston

solid’ geotind: Once upon

=

candidate receives a majority of th e Jvotes,
is retained. General Banks also - introduced a bill doubling the present salary of
the chaos created by the five, society must that, heing the servants’ quarter; and twelve the President, which has much more chance
have been greatly demoralized.
Such has or more of those umfortunates perished in of again coming before the House this sesflames. The origin of the fire is not sion than either of the constitutional
beén the case.
The opportunity afforded the
the enemies of law and order: has been act- yet‘known, but it started in the Laundry, amendments submitted.

curious

If it be true of individual lives that deeds,
about six in the afternoon, we ‘went on not years, ‘measure them, the same thing is
board the New York steamer at Néw Lon-. trae of cities.” Judged by this criterion,
don, between eight and nine. As the train Chicago is ‘much’ older than the national
whisked across the Norwich bridge, and 1 family register indicates. . Making allowthought of. the terrible , accident that hap- | ance for the natural infirmity, not" entirely
pened there, T'almost held tay breath till absent elsewhere, which leadslier people
heard ' the sound of the wheels moving to be suspected of “*blowing their” own

over the

season, and. still; in

pl

En
as
restored, and: new ' blocks erected, ' where
. FIRE IN A HOTEL,
the mataral growth of ‘business has created |
A terrible | calamity befell the Fifth Av:
seoe necosity,
enue hotel; New York, last week, in the
SUPPRESSION OF CRIME,
3
shape of a destructive fire, It first appear.
oJ will naturally be inferved that, after ed in the 23d St. wing about midnight,

up in the

and epuld take

in the bloody affray.
home, four miles

many

picked

| ———

After less than a week's rest, I find

igh the Wilding

RX

TT

to be inell gible {for re-elecOur captain, spoke peremptorily spite of frosts, a considerable ‘number: ave. the ' fective’ Hokies of) the churelies' six years, and:
oo
no bid BASE
and with authority, the other with bhumil busy. Inthe above: estimate only the old, here,
‘| tion; while the other, proposed
by Mr.
ity and submission; All other: means: fails business : portion of: the town hasbeen taks Dec 11, 1872. td)
Lynch, ig
rovides in det: fox a pop
ular election,
The precise” Ww
Tof the
ing, a:vope was thrown from the wharf to ea into account, . Besides this, a very large
Events of the Week.
body of the Coustitution are ropehlod Tn
fastento the :dtern of the tug to. get her nuinbex of the bunt dwellings have been.

——

self on the road again,. Leaying

18... ig a

upon it.

who epoke,—Agassiz, Benjamin Pierce, A.
All Gould, Joseph
Lovering, “Edward
Hitchcock, James Hall, Prof. Gibbs, GC:
Swallow, Prof, Dawson of Montreal, Prof. nearer in... With so many eyes vpon: him,
Lecompte, A. D, Bache, and Prof, Henry of and hurried | by: his own coinmander, the
the Smithsonianat Washington. . Some of man into whose hands the rope fell could
them have died since, but I saw some of find no place upon the tug to make fast
them at Cambridge: Some men that were to. All were anxious to meet trains or
pew to me, but well known in certain cir- appoistments,
and. impatiently . watched
cles, were there. Among them came Al- the man on the tug with the rope in his
exander Agassiz, Josiah P. Cooke, Prof, hand and no place to tie 'it, when a’ wag
of Chemistry at Harvard (now delivering among the passengets called out very sea course of lectures at the Lowell Institute), riously, “Tie it round the stove pipe!’
Prof. Mayer, J. D. Whitney, Prof. Young This raised such
merriment. as’ put
of Dartmouth, Prof. Winlock of Harvard,
the passengers in. good humor. The tug
It. was my good fortune to hear J, D, swung round and steamed away ‘with her
Whitney speak. of the difficulties that had canal boat, and the passengers from our
been encountered in making a map of Cali- steamer were soon going over the side
fornia, of the squandering of money in upon the wharf and Soattering ini every
appropriations made by Congress to estab- direction:
lish the boundary between California and
Our destination is Moctinvas N. J
Nevada. No good, reliable map of Califor- thirty or forty miles from New York; and
niais in existence.
Indeed, so far as that crossing the Hudson,we are ‘soon on a
goes, there is not of any of the States. train moving in that direction.
We must have, them, and in the distant * Thoughat this season the country puts
future they will perhaps be made, but we on its somber hues, reminding one of death
shall be likely to die without the sight of and decay, yet it is pleasant traveling it
There is a great scarcity of
them. Ove remark.that he made struck Autumn,
me as rather remarkable,—that it was al- maples here, and few of the other trees and
most as important to have correct maps of shrubs that give the gorgeous colors and
our own country as of the interior of Afri beautiful tints so common in New England.
ca. He was followed by Agassiz and Pierce, The ash, oak, and various kinds of walwho spoke of the indebtedness of Science nuts prevail, some of them covered with
to him, and. of how much may be done by beautiful orange or golden foliage.
It is surprisingto find so many, doing
one man who has a willand energy. Agassiz asked Whitney what country was about business in New Yolk, living thirty or
the size of California, and he answered,
forty miles away, and coming home every
“France.” Agassiz added the remark that night. Buying season tickets, the fare is
France, with all her knowledge and intel- very cheap; if I remember rightly, only
lect and resources, had no better map than about twenty cents for twice as many miles.
W. had made of California. Having but In all these villages they find the best of
recently passed through the State, and society, and can live much cheaper than
made some investigations, he felt the need
in any part of the city. Besides, they A ve
of a correct map, which he did not have, the free and pure air, pretty gardens,
pleasand hoped Whiéney would Beno
ze] ant homes and all the enjoyments of counto go forward in this matter.
would be try life. Morristown was twice the heada positive addition, a help to science.
quarters of
Washington. The friends
Prof. Mayef“spoke of the experiments whose hospitality we enjoyed took us for a
he had made with steel and iron bars to see drive about the town and to a neighboring
what would be the effect as to length by village ; returning, we came past the very
house where Wushington lived during one
magnetism.
He came to the conclusion
that the length was increased in a very -of the winters he spentin Morristown.
small degree.
He told how much.
Prof. The furniture and everything in his priPierce followed, and expressed his grati. vate room remains just as he left it, the proptude that the experiments had been made. erty having been in the same family all
He suggested (on account of the astro- these years, In ‘this neighborhood are exnomical effect of magnétism on the earth),
tensive and valuable iron works. Though
that the day might be lengthened, which he
not able to visit the mines, we secured
said had not been done for centuries. He did good specimens of the ore. Some of the
not doubt the truths -found by experiments,
buildings in Morristown are of a beautiful
but be seemed in doubt how to explain red
conglomorate, known as “pudding
them.
stone,” eapstituging the prettiest building
Prof. Young poke of the effects produc- material I have seen. After a week’s stay
ed on views taken by the telescope on with kind friends in this beautiful village,
ground higher than any observatory,— we are away to Princeton. Here I spent
namely, up among the mountains at Sher- three pleasant years, and now tarry over
man, which is on the Pacific Railroad, and the Sabbath. The village is little changed,
hove the lower strata of the atmosphere, except that the College and Theological
Stars could be seen there with the naked
Seminary have received large and imporeye which were not visible at common al- tant additions to their buildings.
titudes. At some day he thought observa1 spoke three times on Sunday, and left
tories would be placed on high ‘land, per- the next day for Philadelphia,’ where we
stopped a few days. While here, we visithaps on mountains,
But what interested me most was what ed the scene of the battle of the BrandyAgassiz said about the development theo- wine, near Chad's Ford. At the house of
ry, the

ibaiis

TTT

best for that Purple.
That was some
years before the issue of: greenbacks, I
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tract, we shall see whether new ‘claims’ will be
filed against the government on this behalf by
the contractors after the work is done.

© Mr. Sumner has tried’to secure immediate
action upon his civil rights bill, but has. not yet
succeeded.
Several important bills were .introduced into Congress on Monday of this week.

The

Senate made

a commendable

headway in

clearing the calendar of bills introduced
sion.
Mr. Banks introduced into the House
day two propositions.
One to increase
ident’s salary to $50,000, and another

by

last seson Mon- ;
the Presto limit,

a constitutional amendment, the President to

one term of ‘six

years,

for a re-eléctfon.
House

making

him

ineligible

An attempt was made in the

to secure

further

amnesty

to

the

few

whilom rebels still left under partial disabilities,
but as the measure required a two-thirds vote,
10it hi lost
. for the prescut, The vote stood 102
A motion was made is the House to lay
the
civil rights bill on the table.

It did not carry, and

officertand other person who served in the it'may be expected Shetore} that this bill will
at length.
be perfocts h And thatit will pass ia
nayy or marine corps 90 days and was hon- some
form ere the ¢los
Sh present session.
orably ‘discharged, or. the widow of any We have had thres ‘executions for murder in this
and ong
other man. is oconvieted, and: now
such soldier, musician, seaman or, officer, ys its
in jail the execution of the death penajt

or, if there. shall be no widow, his orphan
children under 21 years of age, are given

0

still on

others are to 8 ieda

offense.

£1)

a quarter section of the public lands, inclyd-

ing the lands in, alternate sections along
railroad lines, without the

payment of any

cange of
80 We go.

Jet, th

bi
Toviuue

fo

oR BY

government fees, .and without any condi, | wtoxi
i opt> Ti
lox ening
EE ph thks
tion of settlement, on the land, It is doubt,
Pe do a good

ful if the hill becomes:

law;

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS,
The Houseof Representatives has.

taken

ad

moeiving, two,

constitutiongl

‘and. Vice-President.

One,

of: |

fered by General Banks, provides for a dis
rect election; by the people on the same,
day that the House of a
is
elected, and under rales an
tions
made for the respective States, the Presi

oy

a hw
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amendments. designed. to;correct the: man. im
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THE MORNING
to find themiselves

Communications.
SE

——_as.

Homeward.
———r—

roocnol.
This

the

ead of navigation on the Min river.
iy ida slight fall’ or rapid here, and

substantial stone bridge spans it on a line

"with the island. It is called by the natives
“The Bridge of Ten Thousand Ages;
and is wide enough for a carri: age to cross,
Between the island and the north shore

idents.
The

as at
space
bank,
houses
ed by

same

mistake

a la

rooster's tail feathers,

and

since obliged to

yield the,

alm to

hai, will not willingly give

up the

rank to Foochow, or her

ten miles long.
the native city,
residences and
the foreign reshere

church and many of the residences, are an
posite bank. Our first view of the city was
from this eminence,and by night, when there
was little to be ‘seen but the dim outline
and a myriad lights. The next day we
walked leisurely through the suburb, between the rorth bank and the city, and entered one of the gates, examining as we
went the various manufactures and articles
of merchandise rarely seen in more northern cities. So similar is.the language to the

there

dialects, would be an interesting work for
some philologist. The Rev. Mr. Krolezyk,
of Hongkong, has drawn up a tabular statenn

seem,

thefeater,

part

of

the

TR
CEA

Just ter entering the city gate, we ascended to the top of whatis-talled Black
Rock hill. Itis 30) feet high, commanding a good view of the city, settlement
and surrounding country. You can trace
miles in cirtowers and

a

the walls, some seven or eight
‘cumference, and note
their

gateways.

a Be

im

of many

This, it- would

labor connected with such a work.

amphitheater

The city is in an

of hills from four to seven miles distant.
It is surrounded by broken country, terminating in hills and mountains from 2,000
to 8, 000 feet high. The ridge by which the
city is so nearly surrounded has a single
gap on the West, through which the river

NR

a

constitutes

finds its way, “and another on the East

nishing an

outlet.

fur-

Both branches may

be

traced, and part of the outline of thé ‘island,

nearly covered with orange groves. The
country is looking fresh and green, and
the season is much in advance of Shanghai.
It is only a little past thé middle of February, yet the winter grainis six or eight
inches high, and the peach trees are in [ull
bloom. The weather is perceptibly milder,
and it is very pleasant passing in a couple

“of days from winter to spring.
The residencesof the missionaries may
allbe seen from this point.’ Jere is the
Church Mission contending with a Buddhist
temple for the top of the hill. On one
side of the temple is a girls’ school, on the
other a boys’, and on the third the missionary’s dwelling. It is said that the
priests regret ever leasing these sites. ‘Bat
it is too late now to repent; the gentleman
now in charge is not the man to be frightened at trifles. The American
Board's
1 missionaries occupy two Louses on the side
~of another hill in the city, and two families
more live on

a

slight

eminence,

rival,

and

immediately

started

between

the city and settlement; while the Methodists have several houses, a church and
printing house on the hill nearly behind”
the settlement. On the way up we took a
walk through the mission schools. The
missionary’s house is on the top of that
part of the hill; passing through the courtyard we approached the door leading to
the school, supposing it to be on the same
plane ; but imagine our surprise when the
door opened, and we looked, not, as we
expected, iato the school-house, but direetly. over the - schoolroom (some thirty feet
down the hill), the doorway commanding

'I stood just

at.the edge of the American Fall, and had
the whole expanse before me. Justat my
feet, the migaty mass of ‘water is rolling
smoothly over, and then dashing down into the abyss, one hundred and sixty-four
feet beneath. Looking in front of me, I
see the Horse Sloe

Fall,

extending to

Canada shore, with its mass of mist

and rumors of wars,”
abound with sorrow.

the

rising

where the mist does not rise so high, the
bright: emerald green of the smooth water
contrasts finely with the dark green and
brown of the trees beyond. Looking to
the left, there is the Terrapin Tower, built
on a mass of rocks which lie on the very
edge of the cataract, and looking as if the
which

must carry it into
little

way

the

from

roll

"against

it,

depths

beneath.

A

this, but

the

hundred

which

dashing

at my

Ascending the bank again, I retraced my
steps up the river, till

T

reached "the

Sus-

pension Bridge leading to Bath Island.
Here there is a fine opportunity to look at
and study the rapids, as they come tearing
underneath me.

A short walk brought

~

Our surprise on

depth, fastened tothe face of the cliff, which
you reach by a broad stair-case about the
same depth. On reaching the bottom,
turned to the right, and walked on the
narrow pathway along the face of the precipice toward the Central Fall.
Here I
stood watching the mass of water fall, fall,
fall. It seemed to me as if it must soon be
exhausted, and cease to fall, and I felt as
if I wanted to wait till the Jast drop came

or

in

the large Buddhist temple, Which he had
spoken
of as worth a visit. It seemed
strange that he should rap at the door,

and

open it, but in a
data litia girl cao to fo}
moment we discovered the mistake—it was

"foreign howe:

:

:

concealment

of the

Its paths are always ‘marked

with

can

not

see, nor

deaf that we can not

this world will end.

and

wickedness of

For the apostle

¢«« T would not, brethren, that ye

says,

should be

ignorant of this mystery, that blindness
in part is happened to Israel until the fullness of the gentiles be come in, and so all
Israel shall’be saved.” His providence extends beyond present
belief, and ‘unbelief,—beyond the blindness
and ignorance of this present evil world,and

points the Christian to a world sinless and
fair, the fit abode of the good, who have

lived

amid

to dash, dash, dash, as it has done for centuries, proclaiming the power of the Great
Jehovah.
ore
I did not go under the Central Fall, into
the

turf that covers him, and then in heaven
with-the angels and all the redeemed, he

of the

Winds,

but retraced

my

steps, and went past the stair-case, and
under the overhanging rocks, toward the
Horse Shoe Fall, thus getting a fine view

of it from below.
stair-case, and
bridge leading
could

not

I then ascended

will join in praising. God

at the very edge

Horse

Shoe

Taftonborough, N. H.

God.

Fall,

“ed on to the Three Sisters, visiting each

in

turn, and gaining new views of the rapids
from each, and thence returned to the main
land.
‘I next went to the New Suspension Bridge,

which is about owe hundred and fifty yards
from the falls.” Tt has a single span of
twelve hundred and sixty-eight feet from

Having. looked through sev- tower to tower.

‘Passing over this into
through a Canada, there is'a fine view of the falls.
another
| My

mow

lectured on F. Mis

addressed

first point ‘was Table
Rock, of which

to this view of the creation

axfd the Creator,

we will be ready to take His word

abatement.

without

God is a Spirit.
M.S.

The

as father Hoit;

in Sunday-school work.

wires,

Santipore, Oct.
Rev.

Wires.
the

wonder

weekly Indian journal,
the
somewhat diminished to.us.

working

wonder
is
Buta week,

Who and what is. God ? is a question that

has occupied the “attention of the thoughtful. There have been almost as many conclusions as thinkers; yet all have confessed
that mystery attended all their searching.
All we know of God or can know, is shown

in Christ.
of

He, in talking with the woman

Samaria,

suys

“God

is a spirit.”

The

Holy Ghost inspired the Apostle to write,
Romans

1:

19,20, “Because

that which

Tt brought the or-

eir
Ee

spoke’ meh as

loca

It
aa

ties.

Stn.

erative convention effort with the Cantdap.
It appointed an international committee to

arrange a series of Bible Lessons for a term
of years, for universal adoption, It evel
nized normal Sunday-school work as al

so wide-spread and efficient-as' to justify :
prominence to its Ye
ntatives in the
sessions of the nation

fore conceded.

never be-

It provided for

bon of its higtauje fosords fom the
the

first sim

to farnish nk
lus, and

ering,

forty

of en

my

cbmpleday:

of

I's ago,

hv

instruction to those in active serv-

ice now. In these and other ways it made
and showed She year 1872 a year of greater
rominence and greater promise to the.
nday-school causein ‘America than any
Yoar which has
gone hefore.
It may be
with confidence, as this
ear comes to its close,

that

never

before

Fi Bible study so large a place in the
hearts of our people; never before were so

many engaged in the study of the same lesson ; never before were as many able and

godly men giving themselves to the eritical
Sid, Pras
ractical exposition of Bible truth fory—
the
benefit of
common people ; never

before were there so many

and valuable

helps available to the Bible student, in
special publications for his benefit in the
general religious press, and in exercises for
‘the exhibition and enforcement of methods
of work ; never before wére Sunday-s¢hoal
‘ready me€ before the throne those he had teacheFS as a class 0 well fitted for their
aided in rescuing from ‘the darkhess
of work, or so desirous of higher attainment
in iis every department; uever
heathenism ?
J. PaiLuirs.
before were efforts so general, so hearty,

T.

——————

the

for

ganized workers of the several States into

24, 1872,

J

or so effective in the church as a whole for
the winning of children to the love of Jesus,

and the training them in his service; never
before was Bible study with the children in

Robeits:

1

The sudden death of our beloved brother,
Rev. J. L. Roberts, which occurred at Holwires!
How
they annihilate time and brook, Mass., on the 13th of Nov., filled
He was emspace, and bring the ends of the earth to- many hearts with sorrow.
gether! As we in the interior see only a ployed in laying stone, and when swinging
.

Oh,

lp rayer

of grace, to supplicate a cOmon blessing
n their common work.
great National

we did so, ‘and at the closeof this service
an aged couple came forward and were introduced to us by the Pastor. The venerable, gray-headed man, whoiil Bro. Lewis

only ar

the family circle so common or so prominent ;

never before was there so close and mutua!ly helpful a union between workers in the
family, in the Sungay-school, and the .pu!pit, to the common end of advantaging the
sons of men and glorifying their blessed
into place one weighing about two tons, Redeemer; never before was there greater
‘activity in the several branches of the
the supports gave way and the stoue fell Christian Church in wisely directed denomiupon his head, crushing the bone of the national> Sunday-school endeavor; while
skull back of his right ear.
He lived never before was there so delight harabout two hours after the accident, but was mony, so general Christian union in the comunconscious, His genial spirit won him mon work of the church asa whole for the
ingathering of the children to the places of
many warm friends, and he retained their Christian influence and Bible study, and the
affections undiminished.
upbuilding of disciples, young
and old, in
The following resolutions expressive of the faith, and knowledge, and love of the
Saviour. Truly
the
sympathy and esteem have been passed by crucified and risen
Lord hath done great things for us, in this
the Charlestown church and parish :—
year of grace 1872, whereof we are glad !—
Whereas, it has pleased God deeply to 8. 8. Teacher.
afflict this church and parish by the sudden
death of our beloved brother, Rev. J. L. | SYMPATHY
BETWEEN
TEACHERS AND
Roberts, and
SCHOLARS. —No rule can be given for findWhereas, we are made to feel more keening out what children are thinking about,
ly the uncertainty of human life, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That while we would bow

in

humble

submission

to

our

heavenly

father's afflicting rod, and shed
in chastened sadness, we would

our tears
give him

praise for the gift of that faith which lights
our pathway “to a futare world, and profit
by this
ity.

painful

lesson of our own

2. That we deeply

sympathize

mortal-

with

the

afflicted widow and family in this hour
their great SOITOW, and with the church

of
at

and how they feel.
It isa matter that requires study and invention, and no two

persons ordinarily reach the result by the
same road.
Itis very evident that many
teachers never

reach

the

resaltat

all.

They have no more idea of what is passing
in the minds of their scholars than they
have
of what is going on in Jupiter. As
long as this ignoranee exists, the attempt
to teach is futile,
There is no real sympathy or fellow feeling between the parties, no
real communion
of mind with

in the face and eyes of the whole civilized Brownfield, Me., in the loss of their chosen mind, none of that joint, coactive energy
astor, and this Quarterly Meeting, in the which is the very essence of teaching.
As Frederick Douglass says of
world !
oss
of an efficient and faithful officer.
might as well attempt to raise a needle iy
“He may deceive himCharles Sumner,
3. That Hhvese resolutions be entered upon | holding a lump of lead, instead of a magself ; he can not deceive us.” So of a convert- jour church an
rish records, and a copy net, over it, as expeet to work upon the
It may deceive itself; it ‘sent to the
od
family, and to the Morn- child's mind without the ‘magnetism of real
ed Democracy,
can not deceive the world. Its record has ing Star for publication.
sympathy and commanion of mind and
By the concurrent action of the Free soul.—Cen. Chris. Advocate.
been written with the pen of a diamond,
i
nor can it be washed out in blood and Baptist church and parish in Charlestown;
Mass,
W. F. EATQN,
4. P,
Don't Usk Tue Microscope. The Suntears.
:
J. P. HiLToN,
Com
Santipore, India, Oct. 19, 1872.
day School Times touches upon a habit
E. G. REED,

Revivals.

Resolutions passedby the F. B.

* .

They are very much needed in all places
not already blessed with them. The prayers of members of the church in the divine
life, their growth in grace, and their usefulness, all depend on reviving: influences.
And revivals are especially needed, that
sinners may be converted and saved. This

is a matter

of amazing

interest. They

should be saved now.
Their services are
needed in Zion.
And if not. brought to
Christ, they must perish forever.

No church should rest without the spirit
$
3s
of revival in it. This spirit should be con-|
stantly possessed.
It may then
have a

J. L. HERSEY.

the

this, as it was closed for

of the

and the Lamb,

through the countless ages of eternity.

went on till I came to the
to the Terrapin Tower.
I

ascend

We have

has joined in a season of §

Sunday-schools==all the |
wt)
this
cause in all lands hove Ger as with
one heart and one mind,
the throne

metals had

Convention, at Sodiaminolts,
children in the afternoon, . a
early in the year, promoted and exhibited
Sunday-school progress and Christian union

address the 8, S.

slightly, still requiring :all the

senses,

the gay allurements of this

world, and have kept their garments unspotted. It is the Christian's duty
to live
as a pilgrim, working and praying for that
time when the galling chains of sin shall
and the songs of salvation chanted from
every tongue, remembering the Christian's
work on earth is not completed until the
sunshine and the rain shall fall upon the

Cave

examination

or ten days, usually suffices to give us
rustics the most important items of political news with much else from America.
The Friend of India, of the 17th inst.,
at hand to-day, besides telling us of the
pride and human selfishness, to bring the death of Wm. H. Seward, on the 10th
whole world to oné common level, "WM to
inst., and at the same time pronouncing a
see clearly that God hathmade of one blood
most glowing eulogy on the great American
all nations of men.
statesman, also tells us that the States of
‘When these truths shall obtain universal
Nebraska, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania
belief the wicked will cease from troubling have pronounced in favor of the Adminisand the weary be at rest; the rod of the
tration, thus making it pretty elear that the
oppressor will be broken by the mild scepAmerican people are not prepared to hand
ter of the King of kings—yea, the swords
over the Government of the country to the
that have drank the blood of millions will Tammany Ring, white-washed and newly
be beat into plow-shares, and the spears of christened though it be.
General Grant
assassination and murder into pruningand his administaation are held in high rehooks.
pute abroad, and it-is cheering to be assarSin has been truly styled, ¢¢ the direst foe
ed that a majority of his fellow citizens inof man.” But we have strong consolation dorse and will support him, in spite of all
in believing that there cometh a time when the foul slanders that are so industriously
it shall be classed among the things that heaped-upon him. Alas, when will Ameriwere, but are no more, and we rejoice, more- cans cease to make such fools of themselves

be broken, the fetters of slavery unlocked,

it

of

precious

sions in the church in Honey Creek, Wis.,
and tooka collection.
Being invited to

changed the con-

method

of the

operations observed in animate nature.

will

did not cease, but continued

But

entering the girly school ‘and leaving it and watched the mass of water, as it bent
were hardly less. Having enjoyed the over in one unceasing flow, and was lost
fine prospect from the hill top to our heart's to sight. Returning to Goat Island, Y passcontent, our guide turned his steps towards

earth

the

field,

a most unexpected and magnificent view of | repairs ; but I stood at the end of the bridge,

‘the city and hills beyond.

the

open

over, that the blindness

me

to the bridge which leads to Goat Island,
and from this I descended a stairway, and
crossed a foot bridge on to Luna Isla:
where there are some fine views. Returning to Goat Island, I soon reached Biddle’s
Stairs, a circular stair-case eighty feet in

over.

the circulation

:

ment ; and finally the whole Christian world

years ago, while

system forces follows:
i
to effect the varied and exceedingly delicate
“You may be surprised to see us here at

hear, Our eyes are open, and we may see
the sins and cruelties of the past, and it is
our duty to avoid them. 1t is the Christian’s duty, under God, to do all in his power to break down the distinctions of human

nearerto me, is

kept

and

against man in hostile
down its victims in the

we

wide, then Luna Island, and

of water
=

A little more than eight

union in { us of Bible. Srudy

the United States
and Canada bave coms
bined for an internatiopal convention move-

——

grim war was still raging in the land, and

loose and fria-

A migny change in a single

brought wnion in" other dephrtm:
\
Christian effort,
$i
ht iol in

that imparts to the nervous

mented that/this cruel poison in the human
heart shouldbe so gently and tenderly fostered as it is. But we are not so blind that

passing this, my eye reaches the other side
of the Great American Fall, six hundred
and sixty feet from where I am standing.
My next point was the Ferry House.
The inclined railway was torn up, that it
might be rebuilt; but I climbed down the
bank, and with the spray dashing over me,
I went as near to the foot of the fall as 1
could, and looked up at the immense toyrent
feet.

the

ear!

The

——

rived on the threshold of Creation. What
wondrous wisdom is here displayed !
8. Now, pursuing this view of creation,
air, light, heat, electricity, the subtile fluid

blood and horror, and itis deeply to be la-

Central Fall, which is only one
feet

when
vastI had
‘The
of

It will arm man
array, and shoot
night.

Goat Island, with its numerous trees; then
comes

but

physical

asit has ever done, makes men envious,
selfish and delinquent. - It will cause “wars

in the—®enter, above the level of the fall,
and almost obscuring it; but at the side,

force of the waters

differs

yet

discussion.

Father Hoit of Wis.

many orders of be-

How:

and ‘are in’

share of Continental Europe. A’ Uniform
Lesson for Christendom is now the theme of

this time, as we seldom return for the after
all them that haye pleasure therein.”
When the collection was
4. Further, in thinking upon the work of noon ‘service.
Ww. H,
the Creator, we bécome bewildered, lost taken up this forenoon, I put in what 1
among the worlds of forces, as gravita- happened to have with me; but on going
tion, cohesion, magnetical attraction, cen- home, I told my wite that we had a small
The Christian’s’ Duty.
tripetal and centrifugal forces.
gold-piece in the house, which I thonght
—
Who, that thos soberly comsiders the we could not do better than come back and
The worlifhas been exceedingly slow to
learn how to overcome evil with good, and handiwork of God, will venture to suggest put into the Lord's treasury, for the bene fit
has generally adopted the Mosaic institu- that he can have form and parts according of the heathen.”
With this, the aged father placed in the
tions and laws, which required ¢ an eye to our conceptions of form and parts!
‘ But, let us pursue our subject still further. hand of his pastor a twenty dollar gold
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.”
Man
has delighted not so much in rendering | He is the author of thought, and also of piece, which a few days later I exchanged
Now if we can not at a bank in Chicago for about fifty dollars
good for evil and endeavoring to correct ‘the forces to think.
the errors, and enlightening thé under- conceive of form and parts us inseparable iv green backs.
The obituary of this good man, in the
standing of those from whom he receives from the greatest and most delicate and ininjuries, as he bas in provoking them to teresting of His earthly ereation with which Star of Aug. 28, revives the recollection of
Verily *‘the memory of
we are familiar, what shall ‘we conclude of the whole scene.
deeds of additional violence.
:
| Instead of forgiving the offender and Him, when in His revelatijgn we are in- the just (and how much more of the ggnforgetting the offense, he rather chooses to formed of innumerabl® beirlgs, intelligent, erpus) is blessed.” Father Hoit's gold aidpay back both principle.and interest with good and mighty, who SUrro, fod His throne, ed us in returning to our chosen field of laof whom we bor, where for more than seven years we
a vengeance. And it requires no ordinary obedient to His comimand{
have
no
knowledge
excep§
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| may we not believe that he himself has alruinous and deplorable consequences.
It,
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Here the view is very grand.

Grammar, showing the relation of all these

view

second

sistence,

Ihave heard

of many whe have felt disappointed
they id see them. But I found them
er,
nder, and more majestic that
expected ; and I could only exclaim,
works of the Lord are great, sought

for the river.
Taking a glance at the
rapids above the Falls, which is a picturesque sight, I then walked towards the
Falls, and soon reached Prospect Point.

was less difficulty in communicating than
liad been anticipated. A
Comparative

ment giving a comparative

forenoon,

2. Next, water,

and to the Whirlpool and the Rapids below,
and at six o'clock took the cars for Albany,
I hafe for years been looking forward to
the the when I should have an, opportu-

nity of seeing Niagara Falls.

with the

the United States and Camda,

F.

ings, dependent on the soil for subsistence, well nigh ceased, we

Have you ever visited them?
If you
have not, ‘you can not fully realize the
grandeur and sublimity of the scene. I
have been long intending to go. there, and
have at last fulfilled my intention. Shall I
tell you a little of what I saw and how I
felt? I reached the village at ten o'clock
in the

symmetry,

yet in composition, order is observed in
minute exactness.
Next to the grosser,
more solid and compact, called ‘rocks and
ble, together

is

Raymond, N. H.

kingdom, gross,

various earths,

work

fied 1n his saints.”

and on the islands. In the afternoon I went
down to the Railroad Suspension Bridge,

* Niagara Falls.
ee

mineral
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land, our world, souls to deck the diadem
of Jesus “when He shall come to be glori-

ores, lie the

Sha

other

1. Consider the

Christian 1 friends,

before us, Let us be in earnest. Let the hopeful progress for the adoption of the
biltle oryin the holy war be, God, our same Series in Great Britain and a large

.

and for the most part, wanting
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© In the mornipg I returned to the giver,
and spent the forenoon at Prospect Point,

the society’ of Foochow friends, and the
really beautiful natural scenery of this region.’ A two days’ run will bring us into
Hongkong.

exception, being built on the hill. They have
quite an imposing appearance from the op-

of the dialects in the South.

only

us.

within sound of the roar of the mighty
cataract of Niagara.

Hankow.
:
We were allowed but two days to enjoy

Ningpo, in not securing an open
fora thoroughfare along the river's
Aud, as at Ningpo, the foreign
seem much surrounded and obscurnative buildings, though the little

dialects spoken farther north, that

these

tain a million of inhabitants. = In the numberof its foreign residents and importance
of its commeree, it is beginning to claim
be 'second only to Shanghai. Canvon, oh

be-

has been made

Besides

Foochow, including its large Siburbs,
one about thrée miles long, is said to con-

of im-

opposite and

low the city, an island some
Upon this island, opposite
a large suburb and the
are
business places of most of

a little border, arching over something

we observed but one other ornament, silver earrings, not less than two inches and
a half, or three inches in diameter, which
seemed a sine qua non.

mense slabs of granite; to the south shore
there are nine similar ones, making in
all forty-nine, * Just above the cify the river
divides, meeting again near ‘Pagoda An-

chorage ;” thus forming,

behind

her small feet, (resembling horses’ hoof's),

The course of
just above, a ‘small island.
and a good
east,
to
the river is from west

- there are forty arches, composed

back

part of her hair, with two or three

at

located

is pleasantly

city

five or six inches long’ spuck into he

;

accommodation at the Spencer House, directly opposite the depot. I. went out in
the evening to get a night view of the rapids, and then returned to the hotel to sleep

Beloved

ol

It was now nearly night, and therefore just conclusion in regard to God, or the
on aseending to the road, I passed along ‘mode of His existence, we must take mote
leisurely towards the bridge, having a good of the things about us, with which we have
front view of the Amarican Fall, recrossed been familiar all our lives. These things
into the States, and then found excellent are what He has made, and they shall teach

ple!
One of the most noticeable differences in
the costume of the people in different parts
of China is the ladies’ headdress.
The
Foochow
lady wears-several silver pins
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gradual work of grace almost or quite continually, which will be more profitable in
its results than that which is at intervals,
But an outpouring of the Spirit must be
if it lasts, asis more common, only
had,
Brethren, do, you not feel
for a season.

that ic must be’ had?

In some of your

places revival or protracted meetings are
to be held.
‘Where they are not contemplated, revivals should be labored for.

It is the work for the present time.

in Brownfield, Me., in view of the recent
decease of Rev. J, I. Roberts:
Whereas, in the providence of God our

dear pastor, J. L. Roberts, has been suddenly removed by death, and in this dispensation our hopes of his usefulness among
us are disappointed, therefore,

Resolved, 1. That as a church we

the

may be known of God, is manifest in thém ;
for God hath shown it unto them. For the
invisible things of Him from the creation of
the world ave clearly seen, being under-

derstands its duty, makes a direct effort to

If waris necessary,
subdue its foe.

an army, that un-

Using the weapons of war

yery little now remains ; thence to the edge stood by the things that are made, even here and there is a’ waste of ammunition,
strength and time. In working for God in
of the Horse Shoe Fall; then to the Muse- His eternal power and Godhead.”
“Now, perhaps we may receive some aid the salvation of sinners, this one thing,
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even Jesus.
3. That
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pathy to his afflicted wife and dan

and commend them to His care who
id
wise to err, and 100:good to be unkind.
Com.

Brownfield, Me., Nov. 24, 1872.
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ing all efforts for prometing revivals and
the conversion of the impenitent, direct.

loss
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2. That an earnest and devoted watchman has fallen from Zion's walls,but though
in our human frailty we deeply deplore his
early departure (rom earth, yet in view of
the jeweled crown which we believe awaited him beyond the Myer, we desire to how
in humble submission to the will of Him
who chastens ever in love. And while in
this event we ‘are deprived of an undershepherd, we pray that we may follow more
closely the good shepherd he oved 80 well,
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Fora list of the Premiums offered 0-subscribers, see the third page of this paper.

‘Tt is a rich and varied list, in which old and
new subscribers are alike interested.
present subseribers will see that

Our

the

to them terminate with the year.

offers

Let 'them

act promptly.

k

Derangements

of business,

:

suffered

by

other parties, may possibly oocasion a little

delwy in sending a portion of the Premiums,
bus the names will be entered, and the pictures ‘sent, in the order in which
received.

We mean that

every

they

as promptly

are

subscriber

shall have just what he is entitled
ceive, and

to re-

as possible.

We

shall take pleasure in sending to vur patrons

~even a large number of the choice things offered, and we are sure they will give
pleasure wherever they go.
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Growing Old | Gracefully.
#

—

O—

There is no way to eseape age but by
death.
Strictly speaking, it can not. be
avoided by dying, unless our Christian
faith

is a cheat, the hope of immortality a

dreain, and consciousness is buried in the
grave, Tolive is surely to grow away
from

the

fancies of childhood,
the dreams

of youth, and the ambitions of early
- hood and womanhood.

cp
:
a

penis
Ra

Gd

Muscle

man-

loses

elas-

ticity, the blood ceases to leap through tke
veins with the early vigor, the animal spirits sink, feeling parts with something of its
freshness and ardor, imagination is .chasteed into sobriety, and calm reflection
takes the place of a bounding and eager
hope.
And there is no sway to: get the spent
youth back. To be what we were is impossible, The early experiénces eome but
once. The second childhood is not much
like the first. That was a beautiful poem,
LN

a delicious melody,

‘envious tears; the other calls. out a. sad
pity, or induces & chill, or stirs a shudder.
The first is a glad going out from the

cradle and nursery to the wide and waiting
field of real life; the last is a halting and
-weary march from the sphere of action to
the mournful silence of the grave. This is
the fate of mankind, the necessity laid upon
us all, the earfhly goal to which every day

and every step is sare to bring “us nearer.
We must accept age. We can notkeep our
youth, We can not regain it when itis
lost. We ean not get anotherin the place

follows it.

We

are doomed

to

grow old.
The hair will whiten, the eye
lose luster, the brow wrinkle, the cheek
cease to be smooth and ruddy, speech must

part with its magnetism, care will make
the heart heavy, and desire is sure to fail.
So much

is inevitable; and

he is neither

‘wise nor brave who. fears to face the

or tries to forget

Belial

and “fructifies

perity.

STAR.

And so they pay sliries that. avill

like
a summer sun, Their hoary heads are | secure them the best service,
so many
shining crowns. Their. very air|
What public man has died

mere optimism.

It is not born of a sto- we. got

ical philosophy. . It is not a desperate struggle to acquiesce calmly in what is seen to
be inevitable. It is not a ery of * seur
grapes” over a youth beyond reach and

enough of the

transactions ? Our public

truth,

it, or push it out of sight,

But there are two ways of growing old,
—the true and: the false. ' In the one case,

daring

find

the

of the gospe] are wanting. | if the New York

humility of such

lovely thing. There is no gracefulness in
that method of growing old. “And yet it is
a method far too common.
A,

as the gospel church.

It is from him who

knows our needs ; its principles and policy,
as set forth hy Jesus and the apostles, commend themselves

to every mind and heart ;

oy

News

an
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|
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Special Notice.
N

The Freewill Baptist. ‘Home Mission
Board has’ instructed the ‘Corresponding
Secretary. to ‘visit our churches -in the

Is vigorously and éffectivel y
South, and at the same time to ascertain in
occupation for the youn
€
|
relation.
to any body of Baplists that agree
of employment hy the Bos
in doctrine with us, and open’ n torresalready opened the dour of
pondence with them.

ing a lost world, to be communicated to
they are gone.
pH
enol
every sinner, and to ‘be followed up. ‘with
serener, stronger, tenderer, surer,
It may
To many, this: proposition. of General all the. gracious megsures unfolded by the
mean more charity, larger hope; firmer Banks will ; doubtless
scem monstrous.
Saviour, , and with his afd to adapt it fully
trust, ‘a profounder experience, a diviner That a President can not live on twenty- to the wants of the soul,
instinct, a larger” ftrse of God's ‘faithful- five thousand a year will
seem unaceountIn-all ages since the Christian era, there
ness, a calmer faith in the victoribus right able. But that isn’t it. The Presiden
t have beentrue believers and faithful chirchof goodness, a cleaver vision that sees the could Tive on that sum. But that he ean és, and wherever such ‘have existed, their
air full of heavenly chariots Where hire not afford to live on it, is where the difi-'
benign and powerful influence has been
s| culty lies. Who are better: fitted to manage” felt. They are sufficient to show what may
the affairs of the nation than those who be. done, and what the word of God assures
have shown the highest success in manavs will be done. There are such believers

the intention is-to have them simply pay tlie
men are
cost. Great wumbérs' of yoting

this movement? We. expeetto leave in a few

vainly snatched at.

died

poor were

hadn't enough

mot

‘men

who

have

spendthrifts.

‘They

pay to enable

them to sup-

port the office and leaveanything for their

It is not a way of con- families. And most of them

fessimg that lifeis
a weariness and a bur- much

better

in their

ns

could have dape
ayocations.

JF

den, and that the wpproaching end is there- We oblige them ‘to serve us on half
fore welcome. No, it is none of these. pay while they hold office, and then to
There is no need that it should be,” Grow- leave their families on" our chatity when
ing old ‘may

be

growing

wiser,

as | ging their own affairs ? But those

be had

can

not

for twenty-five thousand a year.
' | Go into the Cabinet.
If we chance to get
now and"
w man there really fitted for his place, we
cost us in the street, and our shadowy way usually keep him at so great, personal and
is brighter after they have passed on. They pecuniary sacrifices that a large portion o
speak to us now and then from pulpits, and the community can hardly look him in the
we hang on their lips, with thankful. tears. face. It is putting patriotism to a severe
They look up from the sanctuary, pew with test, thus fo oblige it, in ‘thes¢ monied
faces that seems at times. transfiguréd, and times, to serve the State for so little pay.
with a gaze that almost appears to open
There jis mueh to be said on the other
heaven. Their simple prayers seem wing- side in favor of economy, and of keeping
ed. Their songs are tremulous with lov- the salaries below the grasp of simple aying sympathy or sublimely jubilant with arice. But while ‘we do that, we are
adoration. Their talk of the inwarg life obliged to put up with ordinary talent. The
snggests no cant; no artificial ‘enthusiasm, salaries are usually quite large enough for
but it makes spiritual things real. They mere politicians to ; desire, but. not large
do not. awaken our pity, but our reverence enough for really capable and able men
rather, and almost .our envy. : The young to accept. That is, not without great sac-

feel that a year of their own early gayety

rifice.

is worth less than an hour of the deep and
joyous peace that possesses these ripening
souls.
We kngw or have known some ‘sivch
types of age; and even if they have pass:

men in the public sérvice
all in the same eategorv.

ed

on, we

can

not

cease to long for

forget

the

vision,

or

a life so true, so soble,

of growing

We

would

not defame the noble
by

a part of cur-civil gervice
in just this

matter of

putting them
Who knows but

reform

fixing

may

proper

lie
sala-

ries? Money, measured by what ii will
purchase, is not worth half as much as it
was

so beayjiful. ' For it may be this graceful
way

twenty

vears

ago.

AS

the

avenues

open for great enterprise to get well paid
in private life, the pay for public service

old was shown us by the

father on whose knees ‘we had climbed,

should be

fixed accordingly, or "business

whose hard hands were the embodiments of ‘will get the shrewdest. and ablest men, and
honorable labor, and whose ‘furrowed face the State will be obliged to put up with
we touched with an affectionate reverence. what it ean get.

It may have been the mother on whose bo-

Church

had a beauty in our eyes beyond that of
costly ‘pearls, whose smile carried a hint of

Efficiency.

The last twenty years are marked

unutterable love, and whose quiet kisses
fell like the benedictions of heaven.

as an

era of good feeling'in the churches. Sectarianism, which’ has divided, embittered,
Age is surel
on the ax
28 and to
alienated
from the first
ouf reales. Blt thers is To wal Heed settlement theof thedenominations
country, is now in a good
that years should fake, warmth and sympa- measure passed away, we trust never to rethy an affection ‘and: gladness ‘and trast
turn. ‘With some’ exceptions, members of
out of
F beauty, and Liessing out the different Christian bodies harmonize in.
of the life. And while these, stay, there | sentiment, and co-operate with each other
old, for the|
in works of benevolence nearly as much as
with those ‘in the same evangelistic con|
nection. This unity is a rich blessing, a

here will be nv

and no unloyely

ote] Darden to us,

prefiencé

to Otfiers.

great

We

shall be ‘in’ mo haste to lay it down while
God still leaves

it in

our

hands;

‘and

shall spring gladly ing the realm

we

of eter-

source

of strength;

and

with

other

requisites enjoyed, promises the happiest
results in the diffusion of truth and the salvation of the world.

Yet the church of to-day isnot efficient;

nal youth whon the call, «Gonie up hither,” its weakness'is felt by many

of its memtells us that the teil cloPy.c better life is
bers, and is apparent to 'all. ‘Apathy and
open for our entrance.
indifference abound. Church members do
not properly love each other, or cherish
5
each other,or strengthen each others hands.
Public Salaries.
How few can adopt the language of the

Psalmist:
to me,

gress last week, providing that the salary

instance.

They

get

We ought to be able to maks. a, dation
all needy young men to call for its services it
to
some of the needy churches; in fact it
its excellence: ** Go ye into all the world, treats every one. with 4 Considerite cour
will
be almost indispensable for ‘the. credit
and preach the gospel to every creatuve, tesy ; and it does not get weary in well doof
our:
denomination» A. small sug; being.
The
Union
has
opened
teaching them to observe all things whatsoan eating
stowed
wisely willdo us a great good, and
ever 1 have commanded you; and lo, I am room where good meals are provided at a
make
them
feel that: we wish to do them
with you always, evén unto the end of the low price,~—about one-half as much as is
good,
Will
the’
§ and laity help in
restaura
ordinary
gf~the
charged
nts,—for
world.” The gospel is God's plan for say-

deeper,

‘I was gldd when they said unlet us go

into

the

house

of the

Lord.” « As 4’ cousequence, the results of
efficient church action do not appear. The

a#mually eight thou- ‘Itis 80 ‘also in Mohammedan and jn heathen

not care especialy for the
ther do they care

homor,

mainly for

and churches to-day in our land, whose
record is in heaven, and whose works are

that were all," ‘But'théy usually

have. oth-

ers dependent upon them; families, it may
be, look to them for support ; they are al-

ready engaged in. profitable business, and

since théy are also mortal, they will not
yeia ST
~inco
Mh
0 8
in fact, always bring
such results. Phere Frith
vein staid Hohn
are those hase) forth she. better way. of fn pod
to be grossly lied abont: into he

bar

Such as pi eager

ataahead, paid4h
‘country’s ‘welfare.

for the

‘Such as" are”

“| engage
the

Ae

we n
a rate of salary. at. w
the
Miesiguiiabiommuatrationtioncrvo seit h
country.
o- ie
Chief . Ep
Justiés:

| thodsdndaid

a half a year.

} ted rnaatecsivs Gosia

ots

: %

“Np, feds

ivie,

panies are competitive.

They

WY oitders he

But Son:
com- other ek
moan pros-

Ttisa

precious testimony to the Wisdon, the poyw-

er and

‘the adaptations

of’ our

Christian

faith, that can not well be lost or fail of its
highest office.
more needed

It is atype of religion never
than now, and one whieh

silences cavils aud wins confidence.
—— MULTIPLYING REAL Howmgs, The
Homestead Law, as it is called, is proving
its timeliness and value. Since it was enacted, nearly five miltions of acres of the
publie lands have been taken up by actual
settlers. In spite of more or less drawbacks, it may safelybe said that this fact

known on earth. What are the characteristies and condition of these churches? Answer:
1. They embrace with mind and
heart the principles of revealed truth, 2.
They have a ministry yppointed and furnished of God, and a membership imbued
with the spirit of Christ, living by faith in | means industry, thrift, comfort, happy famhim, obedient and in earnest to do lis com- ilies, good homes, and a prosperous future.
mandwents, Such -churches are the body Aud out of these spring national ‘character
of Christ and members one of another. and progress, and the saving gospel is likely
the life which is thus
The internal condition of such churches to follow and crow
is forcibly illustrated in the twelfth chapter built up.
of first Corinthians ; and their external work

Tae TRUE WAY.

in the Acts and Epistles generally. We
have no new scheme. . The New Testament
is ‘an all:sufficient guide. What is needed
is more New Testament, gospel churches,
There are some, their number is increasing,
but they, should be greatly multiplied.
Efficient churches of Christ are more

A Oéngregation-

to

a.

W 0, ast,

ei, CH See.

Hilsdale, Mich. : io is

Freewill Bupiiste atthe South. |
The propa

visi

of, the Secretary of

the Home Mission Society to Louisiana,
and perhaps to some other parts of the

South, to visit-churches and brethren of like
faith, is something which we are glad to announce. ‘We are confident that great numbers of our denominational
share the satisfaction With
nothing now)
of ‘the causes
heretofore kept us apart, ‘and

readers will
‘na.
Saying
which have
almost pre-

vented any real acquaintance with each
other, we rejoice that the time has come

when . we may meet in sympathy, take
counsel together over interests that are
dear alike to us both, and pave the way for
a freer interequrse and perhaps for a vital
and formal union,
‘We desire to know intimately these brethren in the Southern States, who are our
kindred in faith and ‘apirit.

learned of them; interests

What we have

us.

We are asalist church in oné of our growing clries has
sured that they are earnest, zealous for the
lately decided to establish another body of
truthas they have fouud itin the Scripthe same faith; and ‘be responsible for meeting the needful expenses till the new inter- tures, keeping charity for others while
firmly standing’ by their own convietions,
est becomes self-sustaining. Which is ‘an
‘warm-he
seeking a piety that has
drted,
example that would greatly bless the woxld
fervor
and
tenderne
ss as well as knowledge
than ever before demanded. Under their if it were only contagious enough to be and enterprise, and anxious to extend the
influence, we shall have no Colensos or Re- generally caught. May iit provoke many faith which has been so, precious to themother able churches to similar enterprise and
nans nullifying the Bible and Christ; or
They are suffering from the degood works. And the nearct home the selves,
Tyndalls tempting God and man to test the| >
-provocidtion comes the better. Rivalries rangements whieh the late war cartied into
efficiency of prayer; or false teachers prothat are generous and Christian will not every circle of life atthe South, their means
claiming the Christian ‘ministry ‘and church
have been lessened, their real strength can
hurt, but help and heal and ennoble,
a failure, There were no such slanderers
not be easily rallied and used to advantage ;
at Northampton under, the preaching of
SoNGs FOR OUR DarriNgs, is the name and the work of church extension seems a
Edwards, or at Portland under Payson, or of a book just published by Messrs, J. thing almost too large to undertake. But
at Oberlin under Finney. These are not E. Tilton & Co., Boston. The Boston they do not despair; they-do’not lose their
meant for exceptional examples, but prac- Journal says: “Tt is one which the father courage ; they do mot think of surrender;
tical examples. The gospel sets up no high and mother of every little darling will wish they work in faith while ‘they wait in pastandard for a few Christians and churches, to own.
Their Freewill Baptist doctrines
It isa choice selection of illus- tence.
and a low one for the rest; but has ene and trated poems for children; so arranged as to and polity are dear to them; lo these many
the same for all, and it is the duty and priv- bring a picture on every other page. The of their sweetest memories are wedded,
ilege of nll'to walk by the same rule and author’s intention evidently is that the book and around them their strongest affections
enjoy the same rich blessing. This want Is shall be read to the youngest children, who, and their highest hopes are firmly clinging.
becoming felt :more and mere in every di- with the aid of the illustrations, will be ghle We want to meet these brethren face to
|
rection,—of spiritual-ehurches, composed of to learn the poems after a few readings. face, grasp their hands, listen to their
true believers united in the bonds of love, Some of the lines are quite familiar, and we
words, join:in their prayers, give them our
earnest workers in labors to save sinners. remember with ‘what. pleasure we listened “God speed,” and if possible cheer them
Lg this feeling be cherished and find ap- to them when we were a darling.”
in their isolation and anxieties, and ‘help
propriate expression; let means be used to
them in their struggles and toils. 'We'want
therish it and give it practical power, and
“GooD ‘AND CHEAP.
The Evangelical also to be cheered and aided ourselves by
soon there shall be such an uprising in Zion Press Asso., New York, jssne a map of Pal- the stimulus which we believe they are able
as was never before witnessed.—J. J, B,
estine, 14 by 17 ‘inclies, which has many and ready to give us in return.
They need encouragement, we are sure.
| merits, It is-so colored asto show the tribal
and other divisions of territory, and grad- We believe the yisit of the Secretary in our
Current Topics.
uated by ten-mile concentric circles, so that behalf will yield. this. = They need proofs
aEL
the distance of any point from’ Jerusalem and expressions of our, sympathy and love.
—— MR. COLFAX AND THE TRIBUNE. may be told at a glance. Itis folded in a He will not fail to bear: these in his presThey neéd our papers,
There seems no room for doubt that Mr, Coj- little case that can be carried in the pocket. ence and words.
fax is urged to take the position of Editor-in- The whole execation is good. The price is our books, the story of our toils and sucChief of the New York Tribune, with a very 25 ots. for a single copy, $20.00 per 100. cesses in the field of labor. © The Corporaample salary, It isa rare compliment to any Itis etngiatioally wultum in parvo,
tors of the Printing Establishment will
man, even a Vice President of the United
send down a pretty liberal supplyof these
States, to be asked to succeed Mr. Greeley
things,
by the Secretary; as tokens of our
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF PENN,
A
as the pontiff of journalism. He is consid- Catalogue of this
institution,—of ‘which good will, and to help him in making the
ering the proposal, and may aceept it ‘and Rev. Dr. Calder is Predident,—has just acquaintance something more than & mere
resigh ‘his political position almost any day. come to hand, indicating that a noticeable formal thing.
We are sure that many prayers will folIt would be a large responsibility for him to "prosperity attends the. efforts of its manassume, and the duties impesed would tbe agers and Faculty. An extensive and ca- low Bro. Chase ‘on his mission.’ We trust
| many, delicate, difficult, © A failiire in pable Board of Instruction is employed, and those brethren ‘will hear the kindly spirits
that sphere would’ be a serious misfortune, the number of students has largely increas- of thousands of Northern Freewill Baptists
as success wodld be a rare distinction. Mr. ed during the past year. The whole num- speaking in his. voice, and feel thi presColfax has hadtlo such journalistic experi- ber of names of students reported is 150, of sure of thousands of fraternal greetings
ence as proves his special. eapaeity and whom 80 are in the regular college
classes, when they ¢lasp his: hand.” ‘And we trust
adaptation. «Time gnd a trial can alone de- and 68 are pursuing preparato
also that the Home Mission ‘Society and the

ry studies.
cide whether his choice of the post would Taken in . connection with
the report two
be a wise one. But we hope he will accept. years since, these
figures indicate marked
His work would be true, manly, intelligent, progress.
wholesome. . The great journal would not
lack : candor or character. It would miss

AN ENTERPRISING CONTEMPORARY, The
Mr. Greeley's pith, “ineisiveness, pungency
and Saxon vigor, perhaps. But it would at Congregationalist, one of our best exleast be free from the intense partisanship, changes, and manned by a’corps of editors and

contributors of exceptional

and

Printing Establishment, will make. this ef-

fort only the beginning of many, similar
ones, and that the day is not distant when
the scattered and isolated’ bodies "of Bap-

tists, with a faith and a polity like our own,
may be truly joined jin spirit and form,

plant their standard all: over the. country,

and effectually call multitudes to Christ and
salvation. The time has fully eome for us

varied ability, is planning for even a bet- |
ter work and u wider circulation next year “to meet as true brethren, and join ow forees, from the great lakesto the gulf, for
than it has hitherto done and gained. Its
Publishers have arranged to: send a very the spread of a free and redeeming gospel.
And we hail this opening movement with
beautiful Chromo, framed in black walnut
gladness
and hope.
and gilt, entitled

¥

biit a short tite previous to’. his death, and miss it,

it virtually leaves everything fo one of his
the’ prejudice of her sis-

ur taste Awo daughters,to
to a “ter; andof various

u

A New Boor

a

Divostont: We have

the churches for additiotial aid to
men p
g' for the ministry,
enge of urgentFGShacly ER
i
has

other persons ahd intet-

now hn

and they sa di Join.

abod
e alo |
an
dikely

nae, A
the, churches, are sor

Hila
a hdrter alot

ers and final ruin; no dne ean tell,

henoe, forward yout. donations im-

mediately

arranged for the
‘accommodation request of the civewlar for
Scbimplnooncy Ji indifference. ets that ‘were gerierously provided for by 'a of our brethren in thebetter
Provinces by estab- tention to this enterprise.

SEs

for six
The AfSbois

suffering, hopelessness, desperation, tempt:

days;

basket

aka
Er et

thie Honor of the “offick ‘are tbo lb

, Look at tHe

helped beyond measure by these operations,
and how many, of them will. be kept from

‘‘Among the Flowers,”
to their subseribers as 4" premium.
It isa
Aid to Students.
generous and fitting thing which
they
———
i
thus propose, and the picture will beautify |,
I wish, in behalf of the Disbursing Comany home and gratify any true taste. But
mittee of the Ed. Society, to call the special
the paper which ‘they send. out for $3.00 a
——
attention
of the friends of Education to the
|
‘stranger
or. a
n’ will often have
year is not only” d full equivalent for the
circular just issued by the Executive Commoney,
but will absolutely entich the mittee, through their Seeretary. That cirto wait, fntolerably, be. hist into a. aeinote
—— MR. GREELEY'S WiLL CONTESTED.
comer, of’
seatat all.
Mr, Greeley's, pecuniary affairs are on the mind and heart of every [faithful reader to cular, in the plainest and’ tersest’ language,
To
shia. 1t inst 16 said; tht many way. to the. courts. His last will, is to be a degree that makes the moneyit costs
Brotosanbchumhes ae exhibitionsof selfish- |eontested through the active: interference of only the veriest pittance. The: managérs sets forth the resent condition of affairs.
It bas been the policyof, the Disbus ng
ness,
4 More assimhis business! partners'and by thé quiet assent of the sheet deserve an eminent successof
Committee
notto recommand any ap
i
to. _ “Pharisees of- old than to the ‘of ‘his children.
This’ last will" was’ made every true sort, and they are not ely fo

al

Nei-

the pay,” if

Bat it is not geedful, “And years do’ Hot,

aout,

ALAA

evionsly exeéuted testament, The" plea lishing a. Depository of our: Books, &e., a) + No appeal in behalf: of wig ere he
menial uhsoundness is, put in, and very ‘St: John; N. BJ Revy ny TV Parsons,or Been guude for thore thi
6" years # Ald
with afple: reason. . But the - trial ‘William Peters, Beq.,
"

doi ering this fact, a Boi ie i an
will i probably
Sieh |
bring ‘out: the idotailsof his Which cin more coving Fn 1,85 justifiable
appeals
of 0
Yast ilies
which His friends itive Wisely ¥oby than 10 Dove
prises, it is not: Scuge tha tthe ontribr.
Bog bua
wongd wow diy
sought to hide fro ‘the public. ' Their disWe enjoyed a. “viol at. this. ding ity tions to; this dhjest: Ri
Cred
A

ty Fiat

| closure will; dese 8ad. to. these friends, of the. Provirice last autumn, du t ryeindl
confidént
| and, unfortunate
for, almost ,everymeason. Fydotnet, and’ pri
i ho
HhMhette aie2

Bat it,, will pratad 4 morbid, curiosity,
and | fot

Fieder
Gi fo

take. away not.a little. of, the touching. sa- nll &ey
credness that is: wont oo ballow the Jasi:| 80 his

iad

ni

pny

e

wil pd

friend1

10

haye

WIL do So
hig, LAveiwe,

oy to. Tadsedyes‘who, have

doubts

swhether they shoul blrable ths poor with

an yo 0x A
ET or- hours of a great and smitten public man. run poetic hs Yio vasa When we’
their studies next term, we -have veniured
ganization will avail little where the spirit But we suppose Herds no hope of relief, do, a brilliang columu may be looked for!
plo give encomagement, tha specivl appro:
e

be30

LL

yer

bt ia

th& Fact thut some: are awaking to realize | Boston Young Men's Christian Association
the evil. No other institution was éver so and the Christian Union are proving their
well suited to the vital needs of mankind value just now by grateful illustrations.

glory changing to grief and the blessing to | sand dollars. The most of them could earn lands. - Every where the people worship
bitterness. He becomes angular, icy, eyni- much more than that ifin their profession- in their manner.. But in most of the Protest- the gross exaggerations, the unfairness, the
_pitiable pettifogging, the shameless cliarges,
cal; the sympathies stagnate; tenderness al business. Hence, they are mainly inant churches of America there is no such the Basé'misrepresentations, the inuendoes,
is stifled ; the sweetness of charity disap- fluenced by the honor attaching . to the
Shtedzing; but on the ¢ontrary a meager the flings and the foulness ‘that have dispears; theeye ‘Hag sdspicion 1h its glances; fice. Aud men who serve for the honor
{| attendance, There is much in the Catholic graced it since Mr, Greeley’s retirement
the voice seems to have an accusation,a it are not nsually. the most faithful and
“| churches that we might well copy. For exchallenge or a protest in its tone; a loving cient officers. Neither, . it may be said, ample, on entering the cathedral at Dres- from its: control. This ‘would be both a
trust is sneered at ay
yeakpess and a fol- would those bd who servéd mainly. ‘for den we noticed that the ushers took special grateful’ relief and a large blessirig. = And
ly, and the heart seems juiceless, dry and money. * Very ' trite.” But * ds’ thé "world pains to give seats to the poor, to give them we have a strong faith ‘that he would ihanwithered. When age thus comes, to bring goes, the ablest mén, those best endowed good, convenient seats, while the higher age the great paper with a varied ability
and a triumphant skill. | We hold up bob
a worldly hardnessto
the temper, a queru- for the administration of public offices, do
hands for Schuyler.
lousness to the tone, a deflant or mournful
curve to the li and a sort of spite against
God as th
he were robbing
life of its
chief treasures, it is both a sad and an un-

case.

loosely, but | thete is a hopeful view, and it comes from

of the President be doubled. He would
have a presidential term of six years, at
people are not attracted to the sanctua
a salary of fifty thousand dollarsa year, revivals
are rare, skepticism, irréligion ano )
ble,
Tt is possible to grow old grace- and the President Ineligible. to vAerdi¢e- viee are rapidly increasing. *It is sad ‘to
fully as well ‘as bunglingly. Each added tion,
think how small is the proportion, in almost
This brings the whole question of - the eyery community, in city, village, and counyear may bring some added beauty and
glory; or it may tear away some quality salaries of our public officers to the atfen- i! , who regularly or even Fequeily ator feature that lent a value to character and tion of the people. There is a growing ten d on public worship. _
to life a charm. It may give something opiniod that the pay is generally dndde~
In this respect, we are far below wir
. more and better than what it takes; or it quate. There could be no more important bodies. The masses in all Catholic counmay plunge. the. soul,into a;wretched and service than they are required to render.
tries attend church." ‘We noticed this everysunless poverty.
‘He who grudgés his The pay then should De such as the best
where in Europe.
The rich and poor,
youth while wasting it, and bitterly quar- men will consent to serve for.
learned and illiterate, all classes are prompt
rels with bis age which he might make a
Take the members of the - Cabinet, for and regular in going to the house of prayer,
friend, will

power

:

relief and hope toa gréat number ; it invites

age will be chiefly dignified and attractive;
in the other, it will be repulsive and pitia-

blessed and beautiful

and

183, 187 R.

;

all ‘history attests its worth. The: great
commission given’ it by Christ proclaims

General Banks introduced a bill into Con-

‘meaning
out of it.

DECEMBER

Means must be adapted to the end.
the | Notwithstanding these discouragements,

The young trust as well as. honor them, | has left straitened affairs, fore the. support
and learn from them that life may be a of whose families the country has
been
noble and a precious thing, and that its called upon to raise a ‘memorial fund, or
peaceful afterooon is Befter than its biilliant something of the kind? It was so with
morning.
President Lincoln's family.
Likewise with
This gracefnl acceptance of age is not the family of Secretary Stanton. Haven't

a June sunrise; this, som we had been borne, whose silvered hair

at best, is a faltering hymm, a harp with
strings strained and broken, an October
twilight. The one is apt to start glad or

of what
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invites confidence and promises blessing. | last twenty years, speaking
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The speciali fund from time to time sap.| o's

plied by individuals, and entrusted to me to know upon what terms old L. M's of the

de

very much

in thisofoilythe arelittle success’ that
Our Spurches
pressed
on account
seems
to atterid all efforts to extend = Christ's
kingdom, The. church
to which I belong has a
‘* smart preacher,” as Americans would say, who

ny one, however, Sivas feel it a duty to

who from personal observation, or perhaps [ Help the Society poy the
e,
from theit own ‘experiénce, Know sotrething graving, or the, ps A
about the straits ito which sindents strug: to 0,80, 10000

gling to educate themselves - ‘on

sources are often brought.

i

oat uw : Revivals; &e

The last donation, however, was received
FARMINGTON, nN: CH “Bice any ‘notice
from a Christian lady living. somewhere in
New Hampshire. Her. letter, containing bias Been ey to thitough thie dolumus of
the amount contributed; pon # md, pe its dhe, Hom axe been added to, opr. numvisd
wa
Haw
o
:
lism, and others, by, letter, Dur-

She writes i “Yo Xiitw of yous ign

8)

hot pspast eight weeks we have been enjoying a very quiet yet promiing revival
interest.’ Some twenty have been’ convert.

who are preparing for the ministry, who
both need and. deserve help, Will you

ed, reclaimed of manifest a desire to live
ten dollars to a young than of this class? |, henceforth for Christ. The churchis ina
do not wish ‘him ‘to’ know ‘my name, but good, working state, and the work we trust
1G M. PARK.
you may tell him, # is a gift from one who is still going on.
gives it for Christ's sake. I do not wish
CHELSEA, VT, A short time since, I was
either to know his name.”
think over these cases, and give the inclosed

at Moretown with Bro. Blake in a protracted
effort, where the Lord was pleased to pour

There ! Jif that is not; observing both the
spirit and letter of Christ's precept, ** When
thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know

l

out his Spirit, and some sixteen gave evidence of conversion. Others were seeking
the Lord when 1 left,

what thy right hand doeth,” it were difficult to tell what would be. But as it is: added, ‘thy Father which seeth in’ secret,

ALMON SHEPHERD.

—

himself shall reward thee openly,” we venture to inform her thus publicly, as we have
no other eertain medium of communication,

that her benefaction was

—

Stark Cotinty, Indiana.
Perhaps it would be interesting to

least of the: many readersof the

in part beéstowed

some

at

Star, to learn

something from this part of Indidna. - Four year®

ber we moved with our family
upon a very worthy young man, who, in ago Inst
consequence of the reduced appropriation, from East. Liberty, Ohio, to this county. We
had not the means of getting out of town to «feund anew country with a sparse population,
andl as is getiorally the case'in ull new countries,
a place where he hoped to ‘earn enough ‘to very few religious privileges. No Sabbiths

enable

him to' go on with Wis'stidies; and

this was the state of bis funds, even
paid only one halfof his term bills.

to say, that this was a timely

(comparatively
speaking), no preaching,
ho
Sabbath-sehools’ aud’ no distriet ‘school within
two and a half wiles of where we dettled. You
may judge of our feelings, after having left the

hating
Merely

benefaction.

would be to rob a wise and wakeful Providence of obvious credit; to say thas it was
appreciated by the ' récipient, would be

saying less than what ‘wis’ witnessed

upon

its bestowment.—J. ¥
-

Special Mission Agency.
Having filled my appointments with the
churches of the Belknap Q. :M., will you
allow me space in the Star

to say, that

at

the last session of the Quarter] Meeting at
Belmont and subsequently in Ia churches,
I have been made glad by the manifestation

three

years labored.to moralize and Christianize the
people. The Sabbath-school served as a kind of
John the

Lord.

Baptist

to

Although

prepare:

the

‘way

our success was

of the

slow,

'yel

after three years’ laboring and : praying we succeeded in organizing a F:B.eburch of five members. There has been an addition of eight since,
and one has been excluded.
We expect three

to unite with us at our next covenant meeting.
of heart-felt sympathy in our mission work. Qur church is called the Washington F. B.
I have sent to the treasury the amount church, and is. situated in Washington, Stark
contributed for this special purpose,$311.55. county. There. are mo other F. B. cfiurches
This sum, however, is not the whole that nearer than forty miles from us, but with some
will be raised by the churches of the Q. M. sid we think a number of churches might soon
be organized in this section, near enough toBelmont proposes to make up its subscripgether
to form a new Q. M. Can not Bro.
tion to $100, while Laconia, Guilford, Frank- James Ashley, or someof our preaching brethlin and perhaps some others will increase ren from Michigan, come over and help us?
theirs materially, which will in due time be
This is a good. country; especially for a poor
man. Land is comparatively cheap,—~ecan be
acknowledged in the Star.

I wish to say that I am not on a begging
expedition, but am making a representation
to the stockholders in our mission work
I have no pe
. and to others interested.
culiar gift for opening up an avenue to the
purse ; have a simple story to tell, ‘and important facts to communicate,

and

sincerely

hope the friends where I may go will give
me a hearing.
0. R. BACBRELER,
Dec. 5.

Home

Mission

pas-

tor in Mich, is a reproof to those ministers
that are indifferent to the prosperity, of mis- |
sions:
You will find inclosed $32.00, the amount
apportighed to he Ortonyille church for
ome Missions, .L oY ghd to be able to

forward it, and pleased

the apportionment
aly
gy It
some extra labor,
and I do believe:
faithfully present
missions,

they

would

see

the

missionary

spirit increase in. their churches.
I am
now working for the balance due: from
the Goodrich church, May God give us all
hearts to work,
The next extract is from a Christian
brother in Morgan Somutyy Alabama
It is

a3 follows :
church organization.

The grain is ripe for

information

you. can.

Ihave

a little

book

oilled “ Articles of Faith,” or ‘‘ Treatise,”
eat many Berons have read
Si e it,and some ministers would

unite

with the Freewill Baptists,

it, and
Tike to

if they

only knew more about them. Do help us
in some way.
,
The next is from a dear brother in Maine,
who says:
I wish to make some inquiries, and learn

if there
is any help for a case like ours.

We have a small village, with no 'meetinghouse within three miles, and have had no
reaching,

with the exception of six months,

hor the
three years.
about tv 0 ap red aa Mars,
enov

enough fo

wing;

e can
Nien 18 not
ow,can we:

Mission?

A brother b+ Bag labored in’ the West
wi

fooled wy

ol

¥

The thing-that'saddens my heart is, that
80 many new fields are opening; and we,

as a'' denomination; ‘are urged

to -Gceupy

Li

gail

+

are some hoble exobptiond,

|

increased. |

sratulating you on the re-election of President
Grant, while we hopé and pray that as a denomination you may be blessed more in the future
than in: the past. Although the’ Atlantic may
happy

consideration

to

Presbyterian Church South,in New
that city.

er.

They aim

Dr: Palmer,

of New

has issued a document

| where there shall be no moge sea; and where we
shall know as we are known. ,

which

York, for

Yeddo,

residence

9th

inst.

The

visit

meant

tokens

of

shape of a
some other

lady hopes that all churches who would leave
their ministers’ wives time to do more visiting
may go and do likewise,
Ordination,

8, in connection, with

cheering session of the Upity
audience was in attendance,
wwere deeply interesting and

ge

the
1g

following

account

Q. M.

A

the

office

for a’ term
:

a

large

‘Bangor

A.

W.

Reed

‘of Orono;

soil good,

College; Ordaining prayer by Prof. B. F. Hayes
of Bates College ; Charge to the Pastor by Rev.

what. it costs in Obie, ie vind old settled states. G. W. Bean of Pittsfield; Right hand of fellowThe Jand produces better wheat than Obio, ship by Prof. Hayes; Charge to the people by
Potatoes and vines of all kinds grow luxuriantly, Lpey. ©. F. Penney of Augusta; Hymn; Benedic-

and corn is generally a good crop. ‘We
good I. Baptists to’ come’ in and settle

want
here,

There are already three R. R’s in’ the county,
and there are two more now building, The

over and help us.

But we can not promise them

any earthly compensation,

We have been labor

ing here for four years without any temporal
pay, and mean by the help of God to fight, it. out
on this Jine until we see the wilderness blossom

as the rose.

J. D. HEATH.

Dec. 2, 1872;

tion by the pastor.
An uble and most

appropriate

sermon

was

preached by President Cheney on ‘ Working
Jor Christ.” From some remarks at the close of

the sermon, we learn that Rev. Mr. Given was

converted some fifteen years ago, while attending the Maine State Seminary at Lewiston.
He

graduated from thaf institution in 1862.
soon after graduating he.entered the
army, where he served nearly a year.

Very

Union
In. the

Fall of 1863 he entered Bates College, and grad:
uated with the first class from that institution.
He was the first prineipal of the Institute at
Pittsfield, during
his Senior year ia College.

After graduating in 1867 he became Principal o)
the New Hampton Literary. Institution of New
Hampton, N. H.. He was afterward a. Tutor in

Reminiscences.

To the Editor of the Star:—

Co%e

of

Buffalo

Hayti to admit ‘several ‘colored
priesthood.

‘Episcopal

has

gone

England

four

my

nor shall T ever forget

pleasant

the

old associations,
intercourse

and Christian fellowship which T enjoyed with
that church when under the cafe of Rev. Asa
Randlett and Rev. J. Burnham Davis.
‘I am glad to know that the church at CharlesI have great cause to rememand the memory of its deacons

and members will ever abide in my recollections,
Rev. A Randlett married me and received both
me and my wife into church fellowship.
We
are still in the church militant, and are trying to

follow in a very humble
Master. I would testify ¥
and Christian love ‘ev@
Charlestown friends. In

manner oye
Divine
the kind sympathy
manifested by the
our home here we

often tulk of old times, and

T often

longing to see the dear

friends

feel

[ knew

a great

suspiciously

begun,

may

instead of our waiting upon the Lord being; as it

should be, a refreshing from his presence, I. fear
it is too often a dull and tedious service, T will
try and describe one of these meetings, which
are held for an hour once a week
night. No prayer meeting is held

are preached

on
on;

CRAWFORD Q. M.—Held its ua gession ‘with
the church in Adamsville, Nov,
15-17.
Resolutions ly
adopted rekommending that the

0.

& Pa. Y. M. change the time of

ding

sergio from June to September, and also
je EK B. churches in regard to one Isaac

and

evening; then the Sabbath-school is held in’ the

afternoon. The object of the prayer meeting is
to ask God’s blessing on all work done for him
brethren

that. offer prayer.

Not that they do not pray for the conversion of

the world in a general way. But they do not
seem to haye ‘that direct end in view. Then

its

warnTurner,

0 is now understood to be preaching

in the

West.
Next session with the Greenwood church ,commencing with a sermon by Rev. E., S. Bumps,
on the 8d Friday of Feb: at 2, P. =

N. H. FARR, Clerk.

session with the Lincoln church, Oct.

its last

4—6,

The

meetings for public worship were well attended,
and the interest was good..
m anifested toward the last,
istering brethren remained
so hopefully begun; and as
converted to God.

were

A revival spirit was
and two of our miito continue the work
a result several were

Next session with the church at Strong’s

OTISFIELD Q. M. Crea
church

in

Canton.

remarking

organist; but

that this mistake would

Again,at the,

close

of the

its Tast session

with
was

aftendance

Churches

that

assessment, will confer
it at that time,

have

not

paid

their

gripes and never fails,

WAINE

RAIL ROAD

Free.

ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
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not be
service,
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The Popular author of +The Hoosier Schoolmaster’’
and “The end of the World,” will write a

UP Pi,

NEW STORY

’

for Boys and Girls, commencing in Wry,
v3, apd continuing through the year, in

THE SCHOLAR.

In North Lebanon, Doe, box Rev. E. Tuttle, Mr.
Ww
Chagos
of Camb
Mass.
‘| and
Adelia
Maioon, Sf
of North, rE
?
In Sabattis; Me.,
xter, Bir.

les D.
pe Ragon; ATE

+

and Miss Jennie A.

am waod,

Now. 14, 4

Mr Geor,A > a ghson,
ElizaB. Hill, of

“|

stings

:

There will be a new Je artmeat, called Curious
Things
Prof. P
yall write a series ponte
tled the:
Microscope
*,
The Magazine will be
enlarged to 32 pages,

At Burns, Nov: 16;
insmore,
Mr.
Timothy Clark, of Cam Sin e, mn, pt Miss Tr
Clark, of Kewanee, Ilk
uly, 28, Mr.
Straight and Miss Mary Ww.
OW, moth of
brid
a

v.

L«P:

Portsmouth,

Send

and Miss

F. Crowley, hoth of L.
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Af Hale's Honey

© | Pike's Toothache

n. ‘Bro. J. B. Lash, of |"
us, whose efforts added

greatly to the Pi

so of (his enare at_liberty Quran work ds, the, trafio; in, intoxicating
bing Jt seems to ‘nullify, all the e
ppt
ei Sen

slender: res |.

Jats

y

Yet we had a

8 the attendance was small.

very intere ing
Miami

vr

go 0 i po

prevailing

e epidemic

wing

J

and
be appropriated to such theological students H, big can bai ih the new’ Certificates,
“d
that I.eould add a thonsand
ds may be: subjected to special, embarrass
| say
has preached to the same church more than 20
ment and: hardship, : is’ wholly exhausted. Qoliacs to my donation for the. H. M. cause, years. But somehow the church 13 not half filled
This fund is a Voluntary offering ‘to ‘the it is so much needed.”
on Sunday, and we have very | few: additions of
The new and beautiful, Certifioate. will members. Indeed the Deople seem to care little
cause, made wholly tithoiit Solicitation, by
various considerate fadividuals, and made, ‘be sent free to any person who is, or may for those things which make for their peace,
in considerable part, by Pastors, who have become, ‘aL. M. of theH. ‘My Society. If Although as'a nation, we hive never been 80
becn membersfthe Theological Sehool,and

le. pe | tg

the ei al0
ess in
rcommon | 4Beri fone vival
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: en over all baad forever,
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Lost Days.
BY AUGUETA.

€. BLODGETT,

Oh, the vanished days! the sad, lost-days!
Though we search in sorrow and pain,
Striving to'learswhere they went, and how,
‘We never can find them again.

some ten feet below, clutching

Ere we know it, the sun goes down.

But where is the good we might have done
As the moments flew swiftly by? .
The cup of water we might have pressed

To the lips growing parched and dry?
Did we mean to comfort stricken ones—
As the valley of
y crossed ?

»

Dawn comes again, and with bitter tears

Do we grieve o’er the dead day’s bier;
And we cry, * O fair, bright day! come back,

That were ours and are ours no more ;

Like swift-winged angels they fled from sight,
‘With the story of sin they bore,

‘We mourn in vain oer those wasted days,
For they heed not our earnest plea;
They have passed from sight, more truly lost

Than are jewels dropped in the sea.
The diver may bring those sparkling gems
.

SATS
PENSa
A
a

To the thoughts of old, old home.
Where infaney was sheltered
Like rose-buds from the blast,
‘Where girihood’s brief elysium

In joyousness was passed ;
To that sweet spot forever,
As to some hallowed dome,
Life’s pilgrim bends her vision—
’Tis her old, old home.
:

A father sat, Kow proudly,

asta;

Bedifiing,

’twould roam;

Thus a mother counts her treasures

In the old; old home,
~ The birthday gifts and festivals,

Is with the Seraphim),
"The fond “ good-nights”
at bed-time; How quiet sleep would come,

Close intertwined each heart;

same

the

‘“ My dear Ellen, I should like

It

here.

book Lhad last year when I' "was

was a very nice book, and I was very much
interésted in it.”
said

+ “Certainly,”

was it?

* what

Ellen;

Miss

I will bring it at once.”
my dear;

name,

“I do not remember its

But, unfortunately, Mrs.

she

I think

your.mother brought it to me;
would know.”

Liston, when

applied to, had forgotten.
“Was it a movel, Mrs. Dubbadoe?”
“1 can’t remember that; my memory is
not as good as it was, my dear: but it was
a very interesting book.”
“Do you remember whether it had

Ir fold
1
my arms and ponder
Ou 'the.old, old home.|
re
web
Wf ws be
—IN.\¥. Observer,

Fer

God's
—

:
Sukey,

muscular

arms

soon had

Aunt Silva landed.

Thank you !” said Sukey.

The Sawily Circe

earnestly.

“‘ Lthink you

timidly, but

can't be

very—

very wick—bad.”
=...
:
* I's hungry,” said the negro, desperate| 1y, and with a ferocious look in. his eyes,

| laughed as she shrunk farther away from
him.

After a while they discovered a swing—
its root.

cut

This

* “one ‘was clinging by its scores of branches

and tendrils to a beech tree that stood on
the verge of the precipitous hill, It had
doubtless been cut by some daring ** big
boy,” who relished the spice of danger in

'Sukey

captured the swaying vine, though it hung

at the very brink of the “precipice, and, ‘in
spite of Aunt Silva's remonstrdhees, venturedto lift her feet from the earth, and

swing off a few yards over the gorge. Returniagin safety, she ventured out again
. and agin, clinging like a veritable kitten
to the vine, making at every venture bold-

er pushes into *‘ nowhar,” as Aunt
designated it, calling out,

Silva
od

“Oh! it’s such fun ! It's splendid I”

Then Barbary teased ‘her motheér into
allowing her to swing out over the gulf.
“ Now you swing, Aunt Silva,
Sukey begged. :‘‘ Xou can't think
fun it is; it’s 80 nice, Please,do I”

do!”
what

’'Tain't proper fer

pus-

sons uv my age’ an’ ‘spectabilitys; It does

fer haranm séarams, like dat Barby.”

Barbary said,
of her eyes, as

“afraid

* Yer’s got to fotch me

eat; ef yer don’t,

to

here,” and he scowled at them savagely.

Sukey had a feeling that he wasn’t as
bad as he looked, and that he was trying to

DISCOURSES UPGN THE EXISTENCE AND ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. ' By Stephen Charnock, B.D.,
“Fellow

A

CT

it

perfectly as she ran along the books in the
library with the Russia half-binding of the
coveted volume, and brought that in triumph
to Mrs. Dubbadoe.
It proved to be the

right
piece
for a
to go

SERMONS AXD

ies.

'1 asked him what he had been reading.

|

I will ask him to lend it to you."
I said I would ask King for the book, if
he would tell me who was the author.
“1 do not remember his mame.
I had
not known him before. But that made no
difference. It is a capital book. King told

me Ishould find it so, and I did.

1 made

a real study of it; copied a good deal from
it before I returned it.”
:
|I asked whether it was a book of natural

thedlogy.

’

“1 den’t know as you would eall it’ natnarl theology. Perhaps it was. You had bet-

ter see for yourself. Tell King it was the book
he lent me.”

———

God bless those little tin-pails !

:

To-night we saw them going home,—
a thousand and more of them. They were
carried by men who tbil,—by the working.

and

asked

if it

were a book of biography.

was much biography in it.

excellent book.

Bat it was

an

it himself,

and I found it all he said it was.”
1 asked if it was critical ; if it explained
Scripture.

4

once loved to kiss filled that little pail.

treatinent

A

grows strong, and when

ing the bones between his huge “teeth, and
working
his heavy, loose lips in a beastly

WAY.

"whe
yer,

now,

kase. dat

gal "Il be back here “fore long; an’ 'mem-

ber yer promus.
Ef yer tells on me, I's
gwyne ter kill yer, an’ eat yer.”
| 4'We'll keep your secret, never fear,”
said Sukey ; which they did for years, a

hideous tie between them, though

it. per.

plexed Sukey by day, and haunted
night,
’

her

who read, instead of gamble, are known

to

will play tag in the neighbors’ front yards,
there has grown up this notion that to read
is in itself one of the virtuous acts. Some

people, if they told the truth when counting
up the seven virtues, would count them as
Puritp, Temperance, Meekness, Frugality,
“It wus jist awful, er hangin’ thar ober | Honesty, Courage and Reading. The connowhar ; an’ I reckon I 'dulged. in- a heap sequence is that there are unnumbered peouv nonsense

didoitd PW

I say,

hohey? X'dun know whatall 1

wns ~cledn ‘outen

to Sukey,

my

84

ling

very

by

di say ; 1 | Lysimackius did, without the slightest knowsaid edgeof what the books bave containd.
they walked Home,
My dear Dollie, Pollie, Sallie, Marthie, or
about the any other of my young friends whose names
‘end in ie, who have favored me by réading

sinses.™

« You said Something awfal,

Aunt Silva;

you said you took sugar out of the barrel,
and that

you

handkerchief.”

wore

ple who read as Mrs. Dubbadoe did or as

mother’s

skirts

and

thus far, the chances are three out’ of four

the

possess'a

choice

of the

great

into enthusinsm

r
acd
Sn

i)

anne

.

Le

“

ad
a

#

without

and

becoming

with the grandeurof the

being

freshly

preacher’s

IRELAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH
Anthony
Vol I.

Froude, M.
New York:

a dead past whose events he chronicles, but a
reanimated past whose forces and figures, whose

conflicts and

pirations
mind

triumphs, whose

struggles

and as-

are ever present things to both

and heart,

and amid which

he

his

lives with

world, no_less than when be is mingling
with the stirring actors of this halfof the nineteenth century, He can not be dry, formal or
dull, and he enters into the discussion of meusures and characters with as much interest as

though they belonged to his own time.
positive

dicts.

opinions, and

That

He has

he renders definite ver-

he should

never

be

unfair, that he

ghould always put just enough of light and shade

into bis portraits and distribute them just as they

should be displayed, is what can hardly be expected of any mortal, But that he writes with

thorough conscientiousness, out of a large know)

own, more

or less

are sure to be objectionablg.

so!"

blacken

he thinks of the Irish character

x

whole

'

has

it

The worst

bf

give

play

them

means of governing the Irish is to

their own

way,

In. concession they

HoME; or, The Unlost Par:
5
Ra
er.
New York: Jost Fasiuise Raal
1878. 16mo. pp. 181. ©

glass

yn

to mingle with your careful

tra

m.

.
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y
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JEWELED

SERPENT.

of to-day.
Temper-

-

Nat

& Publication House,

271.

pp.

A Story

ork:

ew

1873. 1 vy

The author of this volume has done one of her
most effective things in ‘its preparation.

incident, management

eolloguy,

of

In plot,

style, and

power of impression, the book deserves high

praise. Its protests against the use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage and ite plea for total
mee are most effectively made,
We com-

ORRIST

to parents

IN

and 8.

committees

up libraries for the young, with

CAPERNAUM.

Phila.: Lutheran
16mo. pp. 298.

From

the

German.

Board of Publication, 1873.

A good book, meant to give us an accurate

and impressive idea of Christ's work as the divine teacher and Redeemer, by drawing upon

the geography, the history,”
the social life ani

customs of the Holy Land, and which ulso employs the imagination along with the facts. It is
carefully written and very instructive.

Lusor SAMs
yal

HalMIRION

College

life and work, such a8

ought to silence sneers at

ee

By

Aopa Warner, iithor

York:
Auto D. P. Rendoiphmps & Coeto,ism. New.
ey

Another thoughttul, chastened, and suggestive
and soothing little volume, dealing with the que:tions that concern. the other life, its features,
qualities and experiences, and bringing to bear
upon the

questions raised

and

discussed nearly

everything that the Seriptures teach, or
or hint.

imply,

:

ENGLISH GRAMMAR

FOR

BEGINNERS,

with

Stephen

By

ms.

and

lustrations

fl

W.

A. M., authorof ** Analysis of the En-

Clark,

glish Langu

& Co. 1873.

," &¢.

New York: A. 8. Barnes

16meo. pp. 192.

A wethod of teaching

the analysis of the En-

glish sentence by means of disgrams,&c., is here
set forth by Mr. Clark, and so the mind is addressed through the aye, as in other forms of otJeet teaching,
Itis a method having its merits
when judiciously used, as some experience with
it in the school-room clearly proves.
Beginners
will thus be readily ‘sided to see clearly what

Would otherwise appearabstract and misty.

TE

NEW HAMPSHIRE REGISTER, Farmers

Almanac

N.H.:

and

Business

Directory,

Claremont Manufacturing

Claremont,

Co. 1873, pp.

248.—~A most convenient
and
valuable little
manual, furnishing, besides the material usuall y
contained in Almanacs,an immense amount of
well-classified practical, pelitical, educational,

compiled,

and

is really wor.h ‘many times

cost to the purchaser.

its

OLp & New for December is rather lute in
making its appearance,
for the great fire in Boston dealt severely with it; but it comes bringing
an excellent supplyof substantials and condi-

ments. * If not quite as remarkable for ‘strength

as

sofnetimes heretofore, It 4s vivacious and

variéd, and
It makes

as full=of life and energy

ample

promises

for the

as ever.

next

year,

und its promises are not forgotten but lead
outo fulfillment. 1ts publishers send a Chromo,
entitled *‘ Confidenee,” to all subscribers for the

-

the promise of a richer volume next year can be
made good, and this issue gives more than a hint
of the method. Such a work, with ‘the two premium Chromos, seems inexplicably ¢heap at
$5.00. Bend & subscriptionto the Pablishers.—
New York: James Sutton & Co.

Three sional

mh ol oA Nasonar.
seven

a oor Ie. "Fhe

have reach-

installment takes us to

the 302d pages
and 10 tho word Gallia, As the
progresses, its, teal value as a com-

publication

pe

um of general knowledge appears more and

t.. The workis remarkible for the
fone
ore
, comprehensiveness of ‘its plan, and ‘for the very
successful way in which’ a mass of information
is condensed

into:

brief statements and narrow

space, ' Of conrse, no such exhaustive treatment

can be given to important subjectsas they sc- |

do

that.”

book'is unusually

seen, that the words,
rich, exquisite, and magnificent” really seem to fall short of the mark.
We see now, as we did not a month since, that

i

not? It is a shame to

of the

are

skillfully drawn, add the

in the following

| “Yes; it has changed the color of (he
whole,

tone

and

cellénce than any other numberve have before

sentences, copied from this volume :

have thought
a

things,

characters

of his verdicts

He shows us wha:

drop of ink into it.”
would

genuine

the

edge, and with an eminent literary skill, can not
for a moment be doubted. And that he is real- next volume, and Mr. Hale's little story of the
ly deeirous that the real character and condition subjeet of it, in this issue, will add to the eagerof Ireland should be understood and its vital ne- ness with which the picture will be sought and
cessities met, is equally obvious. His general 1o_the satisfaction that: possession will bring.—
view of the Irish character doubtless bas some- Boston : Roberts Brothers,
thing to do in fushioning his specific opinions and
estimaf®, and to those whose general view dif we give it up. Tar ALDINE for Dec. is so
absolutely and so mfuch Higherin its artistic exfers from his

see only fear, and those that fear them they hate
and despise. Coercion succeeds Letter: they rewith
Will
Hunt,” pouted
Walter Kirk,
spect'n master hand, though it be a hard snd
“I know he does mot always, mind his cruel
one. But let
he just as well ns
give an Irishman a just
mother, and smokes cigars, and once in strong,
ry and he
will
follow
him
to
the
world’s
end.” Cromwell
a while swears, justa little. But 1 have alone, of all Irish
governors,understood this cenbeen brought up better: than that. He tral ‘principle of Irish government,
won't hurt we. I should think you would | This will be quarreled with by Father Burke
most bitterly, of course, and by many dthérs,
trust me. I might do him some good.”
But no objections’
and no criticism ¢an render
“Walter,” said his: mother, “take this this history
anything ‘less than a brilliant,
inglass of pure, clear water, and put just one structive, eloquent
and acceptable one,
|

one drop

teresting,

industrial and other information touching all the
an intensity of juterest and. amense of being in a
townsin the state. It has been most carefully
living

One Drop of Evil.

mother!" who would

yielded

highest and strongest

Scribner, Armstrong
& Co, 1873. 12mo. pp.
638. Bold by E. J. Lane & Co.
We need not say that Mr. Froude has given us
a magnificent piece of writing in the first install-

days, and embitter
the final hour. And try,
working-man and brother, how much you
can do to make home happier, and our
work will be to help you.—Am, Homes.

if the novel was good, you Srp of which will make no img
they would

SAL,

He must be bhnd

Scotchman

CENTURY.
By James
A.
In two volumes.

Beautify your home, be it ever so humble,
Do not weaken your strength, shorten your

| “0

already

the book

that he seems

of great truths magnificently
set

THE ENGLISH IN

her you are tryiug to make your home and
your loved omes happy. Save your money.

4

and depth of nature, that have

who are making
real emphasis,

some thing
Chalmers

bie in suggesting the true methods of work in the
régular ministrations of the Sabbath.—We« hard
ly know another method in which a studious snd
earnest minister can make the same amount of
money serve him so largely as in buying these
grand books in this marvelously cheap edition.

Be

ern slang; name the women Jacquneline | “No, my son; and therefore I can ot
| and Marguerite,
instead of Maud and Blanch allow one drop
of Will Hunt's evil nature

without one suspi-

And

functions. The most famousof his pulpit addresses are here, and $0 are mamy of the more
ordinary efforts which are often quite as valua-

kind to her,—love her,—talk to her,—read

»

The thought

seems now and then a bit dreainy, and there is
an “oécasional hint of erudeness. But the hook
unusual ability, freshness, edrnestness

to the glory

roused

Then

let me

uses.

the

Tuy War rg

impressed

and hold her cheek to your neck as in days
of the past. She has worked all the week.
In her roomw,—busy, busy, ever busy, for
woman’s work is never done. She has not
had the compauy you have. She has counted the hours, waiting your coming, for the

rr

and found their practical

through

the great missionary undertakings (hat distinguish
the century.
:

mons

years ago, when

*‘I don’t see why you won't

granite

overlying strata, and the embodied meditations
bave not always crystallized into definite shape

ance Society

stimulants that come from one soul to quicken
and eunnoble another, #ho can’ read these sér-

pail

gland to France, change the time from
now _ + “Why, mother, you are laughing at me

uv | would read it through

His

there, everywhere they go and come.. And
the men who carry them to happy homes
and give the weary man a night of rest! ment of his History of Ireland. He does nothing
And to him, God knowing, we wish you carelessly or with only half a preparation. And
he has the power of vivid realization and of lifewell.
J like portraiture
in an eminent degreee. It is not

Kiss your wife as you did

Iv.

was surely one of the mightiest men of his day,
and he leaves all the elementsof his power
and
the magnificenceof his method enshrined
in this

forth, and insensible to the

wharves,—here,

on its nail, or stand it upon its shelf.

;

Somewhat diffuse and a

collection of his discourses.

countries,

the

C

MJ D., Fellow of
rgeons,
&e., and Medicil Missionaryto Ohlins, New York: Robert
Carter& Brothers. 1878. 16mo. pp. 186. Sold
by D. Lothrop& Co.
An instructive and inspiring record of a noble

precious and personal.

And they last often after those who
them have gone to the land of leal and the
rest that knows no more disturbing. Up
in shops,—way up stairs, and down cellars,

Hang

jets like a spurtof molten

healthy.

little over-stately in his style, giving us a rhetoric that strongly savors of the Johnsonese, yet he

The little pails go

rest.

in

both. Tt is mow and then a little abstract and
misty, its deeper things do at times burst out in

wholé

bigger and wiser brother in the household of
faith, in whose grand character
and mighty work
we ail have an interest and a pride that are both

t mirrors, She

and

Womanbood

volume is one which the sf

clearly conceived

with the discours-

lived in a period so near our own

!{

tually promise that his

exceptionally
high aud his
“To be sho’ and ssrtain ! Yer don't tell to the seventeenth century, make ‘the” fen” One drop, nor a dozen, nor fifty won't/do | senti
sentially discreet and Christian.

and, if Harpers would print
it, as I dare say

and

gravity

almost one of our kith and kin,~an older and

and come day after day, till they build their

home

VEN; or,

thor could not have felt uawilling to introduce
In the usual way on account of any lack of characteror interest attaching to it. It abounds in

mine of material

These Publishers have done

Monday —Tuesday—Wednesday—Thursday—Friday—Saturday | Six days of toil,
of waiting, of working,of hoping, of doubting, of hard labot for the loved omnes, and

~ Go

¥

This anonymous

solid substance of religious

es of Chalmers almost precisely the
8s with
the treatise of Charnock.

that. Just put a drop of clear water in it
scene from En and rest
iteore
purity.”
=

swear
by St, Denis, instead
of talking mod-

positions

for sermons which théy may work freely for
years without the fear of exbausting its wealth.

in hers, to take one, two, three,—or a score
of kisses from the lips so Joved, and to look,
—oh ! so far down,—ipfo thé depths of the

that Loould take the last novel but three

that you read, change thé

of controverted

themselves with the

and to the Saturday nights when he hurried

be ‘‘steadier” than the gamblers, and because children who read on Sunday make
less ucise and general row than those who

even

thought, and

home, and washed his face, neck, and body ;
when he put on his best, and no matter how
tired, hastened to meet hér, to put his hand

along the

Ase
Fgh | Wt
& Co.
Pay ,
M0.
10mppo.

Ivy

attention of all our ministers who wish to supply

home, and a time when to rest a day does
not rob the loved ones.
And he looks back over the yéars to the
time when he wondered if she \Joved him,

streets,

bamodf which

moral and religious qualities are those which

Carter.
Tn the most emphatic way possible we
wish to commend the noble volume to the especial

noon hour is over, he works, and he works
for her, and for them, and for a better

the

u

especially commend the hook to all appreciative
and sympathetic readers. The publishérs issue:
n a style that makes it a beautiful holiday gift,

soitls with an exceptionally high gratification
that we welcome this mew, excellent and sur
prisingly cheap edition issued by the Messrs.

the loving hands that filled his little pail,

on

Lias#

principles, in the systematio method

& way at onceso interesting
and masterly.

It comes at

cities,

J

oe

life, shows us love, an

on oe wast

he torever sets

and earnest religious inquirers generally,on the
subject to whieh it relates, and which it treats in

the hour of vest, with its fill of food. The
tired man eats, ald he thinks of home and

churehes,

the

it'with a deep) but sanotified grief,

Teak

grandestof all themes, like Hermon among the
lesser hills of Palestine. 1t is the one book te be
recommended to theological students, clergymen

in, and be hurries away.
Work, work, work! Hour after hour!
Thinking of this and that,—of the past, of
to-day, ofto-morrow. Hammer, saw,pound,
brush, stick. file, drill, shovel, lift, watch,
strain muscle and strain mind.
Hours go by,—noon comes, The little

houses, stores,

through

With a blessed domestic incident ang

then

mi

work on the Divine Attributes is the
uct of his life, and for three centuries
apart from and above all other

Then the knife and the spoon are slipped

King said so, and I found it was so.

illustration of the way in which a great
many people read. The notion comes into
people’s lives that the mere process of reading is itself virtuous. Because young men

by both scholarly

style, he had no superiors and few equils.

piece of pie or cake; mayhap an egg, or
cold potato; and, perchance, in a little cup
on the top of the pail, a pint of coffee,

to her. Read this chapter to her, and tell

Now, in these two stories is a very good

read

‘theological opponents, in the combined
and animation with which he gave
diseussiong, and in the elevation and g

slice or two of bread, a little cold meat,
some salt and mustard, and, perhaps, a

the life we all ‘prize.

run

what thoughtful readers will prige and find suggestive and helpful, and that promise us someof his discussion, in" the soundvess of his judg
ment, in the judicial fuirn®s which marked bis '| thing even better in the future. The story is in-

Then she

interesting book, and a very valuable book.

had better read it, and I know King can tell
you what it is.”

his

century, are now $0 extensively sought unto and

upon great

ing he did not have to go forth thus early.
And while he ate hurriedly, the hand he

eyes which were his

that

and solicitude, and patience,and prayer,

Chall

the pulpits of England,and at no period since has
the voice of the clergy been uttered #i so com-

arose, wish.

forthwith produced from under the fragrant
roots and flowers of her basket a half ehick-

the negro eyeing her with an animal look.
He seized the food and fell to eatin it
with the ferocity of a hungry wel,
-

By Choma

tion of his thought, in the firmmnéss of hie grasp

meal of the morniif§ was ready.

home of the poor is sometimes lonely.

en, some slicesof ham, and a corn pone,

Ditotiy aH

formsof inward

silent step walked the floor till the scanty

And his heart

Pat

experiences

whole scale of social being, touching now the

and admiration both by their quantity and qual
ty. It was especially the era of great preachers,
Never before had there been so many, giants in

elastio,—for it will not do for laboring men

pail is a welcome treasure.

ously disturb this, agpears to. him a grievous
moral calamity. He pictures the Christian home
In this poem,its essential and incidental elements,

threatens to destroy or seri-

grandest and then the tenderest and simp.plesk

to be lat.
A wife arose while her tired husband was
sleeping, * just a moment more,” and with
man

*

fts varied

his

and cultivated laymen, That was a
wonderful period of mental vigor and activ
ity, and the ‘products of it still excite wonder

‘We saw the laborers go by this morning,
their little pails full, their step quick and

intimidate them, °
/
* I'll give you my lunch,” she said, and

You

With

especially those which gave so marked & feature
to the rich -lterary products of the seventeenth
80 carefully

on a Saturday night you told her you loved

King had read

, Oxford.

manding a tone. We do not stop to run over
the long and striking listof notable men who
dignified the ministry, nor attempt to point out
what was peculiar in their pulpit service as their
works set it before us.
But we have no hesitation in assigning to
Charnock
a place in the very front. rankof the
Christian teachers of that period. In native vig.
or of mind, in thoroughness and breadth of cult
ure, inthe clearness, incisiveness and penetra.

called him, and the tired

losophy with the most childlike trust, is dear: ' to

off with a deép and shered mean.
It is among the encouraging signs of the times, 40g. On
its Mterury side, the: volume has real
that the works of the old English Divines, and ‘merits
and by no means wants attraction ; but the

| draw off your boots, if. the chores be done.

’

I was a little persistent,

Col

oD
A
Ww co
Introduction ‘of hie Forthimats Sermo: Ae
volumes in one. Same
Publishers, &e, 1873,
octavo. pp. 1103, $3.00.
1
ve

book. = Mrs Dubbadoe found in it the was young then. Now she is old, or growof corn-colored worsted she had left ing old He works
inthe shop. She toils
mark the year before, so she was able in the house, and, perhaps, goes out to laon where she had stopped then.
bor, to help him earn a home.

Liston tells this story to trump one of
mine abott a schoolmate of oars, who was
explaining to me about his theological stud-

of New

Life and Character, by
William Symington, D.
Two volumes in one. New
ork
: Robert
Carter & Brothers, 1878. octavo. pp. 1149,
Sold by,D. Lothrop & Co. $3.00.

;

‘¢ Perhaps it did. = I should not like to say
whether it did of not. You can find that
out yourself if you read it. But it is a very

:

ntured

sumpen

I'll fling yer bofe ober

“Yer go long wid

A
him; and whatever

“Well, I do not know as I should Say it her so ‘dearly. Call back the love-light.
«T could eat yer; yer looks good,” and he was a book of biography. Perhaps you Be good and kind to her. ' Rest her palm in
that there yours. Smooth back the hair from her brow,
| glared down at the little child, and then .would say so. I de not remember

Silva’s Swing.
been

The

*¢ Oh, a capital book ; King lent it to me;

Yer see I kin drap yer to ’ternity

The strong,

I know.

shade of the baluster in her eye, matched

and

eagerly, as she negro turned his questioning eyes upon her. ‘ Do help her! Get
her up!”

Have blown the wreath apart.
But dear and sainted memories
Like angels ever come,

:

.

yourself to go up stairs.”

go down into that dark ravine herself than
lose her dear old friend over there. “0
dear Jesus! help her to climb! Help
Barbara to run fast ! Oh I” and then she gave
a startled scream.
There in the thicket, but two yards from.
her, creeping out of a hole in the earth,
which had been concealed by a matted
muscadine, was a negro, a great black

‘* And I won't tell, neither,” said

. But time
and changein concert

‘a

trouble

But, Ellen, you will find it,

“1 promises. I'll neber biat. - Hurry
an’ help me, fer I's mos’ gone."

Like a wreath of scented flowers

to,”

Mrs,

color of the cover was the color of the top
of the baluster.”
So Ellen went. She has a good eye for
color, and as she ran up stairs she took the

in a wink.”

swinging over the shadowy ravine.

old

not

“Do

ry?” said Miss Ellen.

es, .to

~ “ Not till yer promises dat yer won't blat

In the old, old home.

bad

asked

Dubbadoe. if she would not like to read.
She said she would.
*¢ What shall I bring you from the libra-

she entreated, feeling that she would rather’

on me.

And fold us all together

feet. from

occupations, and some one

1 al'ays worked

“Yes, I knows yer, Jim.
sake, help me up de hill.” .

(Some dear one who was swelling it

feared

An’ tell her

The

different ladies under Mrs. Liston’s hospitable roof gathered themselves to their various

an see yer kilt.”

The blended vesper hymn

that

thrown on his own resources in-doors.

low forehead of his race. Sukey knew
without any explanation that she was in
the presence
of that dreaded being, a run:
away negro,
:
‘¢ You an’ me’s 'quaintances, Silvy Coleman,” he said, - seizing the vine to which
the woman clung, *‘ an’ I couldn’t lay thar

Aud told his children stories

“ Mammy's

Ole

man, with the thick lips, and flat nose,

By that old hearthistone’s rays,

“ Cant, honey.

den,

The first

day after she ‘arrived proved to be much
such a day as this is=much such a day as
the first of a visit in the country is apt to
be—a heavy, pelting northeaster, when it is
impossible to go &iit,’ and every one is

pay her back. But don’t let marster know
nuffin "bout dis ‘fession, fer he wus al'ays
hard on me.
TI wishes I could kiss yer
purty face, honey.”
But Sukey had scarcely heeded the tear- “plates? Was it one of the books of birds,
:
ful confession.
‘Hold on to the vine and or of natural history?”
“No, dear; I can't tell you about that.
climb up, dear Aunt Silva. Please do!”

Bat its middle aisle is sacred

-_, loose some four.

harm,

ter me.

de harder when I done sich tings, so

When I long for sainted memories,
Like angel troops they come,
If I fold my arms to ponder
On the old, old home.
The heart has many passages
Through which the feelings roam,

vine

Ididn’t tink it wus no

lubbed her.

Old, Old ‘Home.

grape

and capital

make thems visit in the country.

tenderness.

Mistiss guv us to one er nuther ‘fore she
died, an’ I would er opened my veins fel
her any day. Tellher all "bout it, honey,
an’ she'll fergive de ole nigger es is al'ays

er

As they wash the Eternal Shore.
Rumney, N. H.

thatis, a

infinite

‘cause Mistiss al'ays longed

No diver finds it,~~no waves bring back,

Aunt

is writing some very sprightly

other's eyes in

use. Disturkey pea won't hole, let ‘lone
me. No, honey, yer mus’ say good-bye to
yer old aunty, dat’s nussed yer, an’ dat’s
al’ays lubbed yer. Beigood to dat Barb'ry
Allen, an’ ter all Aunt Silvy’s childun. An’
I's got a 'fession to make, honey; I onct
tuck a hankercher full uv sugar from de
sugar barrel ; an’ I sometimes used to keep
e eggs dat Mistiss’ hens laid in my nes’;
and when Mistiss and me wus young ladies
togedder, only I wus ’sider’bly de oldes’ I
used ter sometimes slip her petticoats an’
hunderchers ont. to war to church, yer
know.

As the ages circle away.

~~

and do more good things than anybody else

precari-

** "Tain’t no use, honey ; 'tain’t no kinder

Oh, the vanished days! the sad, lost days!

chi]

a shrub of

gazed, appalled at the peril of the situation,

with

1872.

N

Our Laboring Men,

—

Edward Everett Hale, who seemsto know
the wise men and all the bright women live,

Only yestermorn thou wert{here ;

Come back, come back, and, frem morn till even,
As thy daties around us wait,
We will meet them all.”—No answer comes,
Save the sorrowful words, * Too late It

From

woman

‘* Hold on while Barbary runs to the house
for help. Run, Barbary, with all your
might! Run! run! Do hold on, Aunt Silva,
just a listle while I"

It is vain, for the day is lost,

Satu

ro

How. Not to Read.

in Boston, where it is thought that most of

no!" eaid Sukey,

Do we sigh for blessings almost won?

eA

13,

articles for Our Young Folks. In one, he men. The little tin pails went out this
mute helplessness and irresolution,
morning, and they went to-night. The
Oh ! mammy, mammy! My poo’ mam- tells yonng folks, and old ones, too, as for
man who had one in his hand, swinging
that
matter,
how
most
people
read
and
how
my! What kin we do?" cried Barbary,
all péople ought to read. ‘ ‘And this is the by his side, was weary acd footsore,
wringing her hands.
just as we have been a thousand times, and
:
“¢ Jist pray fer me, chile; pray fer me. former:—
no.one to pity us save the one who waited
Liston
tells
a
story
of
a
nice
old
lady—I
I ’preciates de siterwation. Aunt Silva is
think the foster-sister of the godmother of our coming, and God, who has pity for all
‘bout gwyne inte de dark valley.”
. ** No, Aunt Silva, dear Aunt Silva; no! his brother-in-law's aunt—who came to | who need.

On our brow rests a poet’s crown;
‘We revel in dreams of bliss,—and, lo!

one aol bff Was

you.

ous hold on the precipitous hill-side. : They
then they looked into each

may yet be purs;

DECEMBER

rs

from the | Mistiss? Don't neber say nuffin "bout dat | cion that you had read the same book before.
solid earth into the unsubstantial air, and "fession,"honey. It mought hurt my stand.
So you see that it is not certain that you
away she went. . Sukey held her sideswhth in’ in ‘ciety an’ in de church. Don't neber know how to read, even if you took the
laughter. Barbary scratched her head and tell nobody “bout it, an’ you 'n’ mel go highest prize for reading in’ the Amplian
displayed her every tooth in her glee at the pardernership huntin’ chestnuts. I's a class of Ingham Universityat the last exqueer figure Aunt Silva made. . She was mighty good han’ ter fine chestnuts, T kin hibition, You may pronounce all the words
borne away out over the nothingness, and tell yer.”
;
:
i
well, and have all the rising inflections
then the curious pendulum came swinging
Sukey gave a sigh of relief, and prom- right, and none of the falling ones wrong,
back almost to its" starting poiut, when ised to make mo revelation.— Little Corpo. and yet not know how to read so that your
Aunt Silva uttered .a scream ‘of horror, ral.
ul
reading shall beof any permanent use to

precipice, to see the unfortunate

On the trees and flowery meads ;
‘We fashion our life in the years to come,
And fill it with wonderful deeds.

But a day once lost in the sea of Time,
It is gone, and returns no more ;

es

feet

turkey pea, which itself had but a

- Once again to the light of day,
Or the tide may wash them back to shore

:

went rolling out of sight. The children
scresmed, and rushedto the ‘brink of the

Our gaze goes forth on the lovely world,

‘We dream of fame that

S——

dropped
just on the edge of the hill, and

The dawn of those fated days is bright;
Not & shadow falls on the sky;
For a voice floats down, through infinite space,
To wkisper that rain is nigh.

a

ot

| play. She lifted her broad

me

The

ci

pa adh us

ie

radical,

angelical theology,

iful and tender old faith

atisfle

treamn

“will always be
of them es-
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ound believer
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interests into his hands,

-”

work and

A Charitable World.

all

of counsel,

she

EE

ould be,
n al

friendly

LAE

:

hot

moved, ‘as. well as

SILL
mes”

ost

painful

)

8

me

d sin-- En hod hilt
Sintme will not honor Mr.
glo:minded politicians eeu
owes its” origin less that he loved

ithe weak, wherever the weak

the

gone.

Capt. B

her the full

mal

island of

{the Society group. in the South Pacific, and
previously - been too decidedto render
cess
possible, Jt was necessary’ to find a one day a valuable e case of sur al A instrunum- |
man less known. Happily, the choice fell ments was stolen from his cabin.

ber of the savages, with the chief of the
island at their head, bad been om board,
and he knew that the thief was of their

on Mr. Lincoln, in whose fayor Mr. Seward

unhesitatingly withdrew, and the Union
bad one of its noblest Presidents. Few

will. number.

om shore,

ever forget how the flunkeys ridiculed the

election ; how they mocked

the President's

the appearance of his wife.

Jefferson Davis

large

hands

would have no difficulty with a man like
that. The election of Lincolu was the sig-

nal for the Fig being hauied down at Fort
for all the West

Point

was

drew

together, auM

termined that come what

might

should not be broken. Mr. Soward's position was most trying, His eye at once
rested on England, and saw men like Lord
Wharneliffe, and Mr. Roebuck, backed by
the great

mass

of

the

English

Press,

once produce the lost property.

Upon this the ghiefiain declared that he
could have nothing more to say upon the
subject ; and to give sceming weight to his

in

favorof ** letting the erring sisters go.”
The Southerners avowed their intention to
call into being a Slave Empire, .. Mr. Seward had then to fice another gigantic difficulty. The anti-slavery people in England
teased him with—** Why do n't you declare

are

de

———

~All of

ness of heart, and

to

ing

other vessels from escaping to sea?

an

and

wlegant,

Macaulay,

hand was exquisite;
lington’s, clear and

a

beauty;

too

Lord Derby ‘wrote

band; Lord Palmerston’s:
:

a model
of
wrote a very

possess,

and

had

most worthy

citizens, and

man of more

than

the

ordinary

and the Union was
was no time to be

in deep

mourning.

calm, in

the

But whether sheep, kid, lamb, ofcolt, the

It

sense, ot to use mincing language, and Mr.
Seward minced nothing.

Richmond fell;

Then came the victory.

the rebel flag was hauled down as proudly
as it had been hoisted at the beginning of
the war. ' And at ‘the same time the PresiSent was murdered and Mr. Seward wound&C (1

‘dia, some
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#® beautiful
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penmanship;
flowing hand;

William Pitt
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fell asleep
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strike fire on a piece of punk-wood with a written out ; the second wrote a fair, large, F. B. church
at E. Parsonsficld,. where he reflint and steel. Capt. Barton told the in- handsome hand; while the third Napoleon mained a worthy member until his death. He
writes a neat, running, easy, and very leg- leaves 8 widow, mother, three sons, brothers
the slaves free??. The reply was most ra- terpreter to bid him stop.
band.
Cromwell wrote a large, and sistews to mourn, while-the church and combring ible’
will
I
‘that
he,
said
him,”
“Tell
tional—* We have no
power by law to do
bold, and steady hand ; George 1V., a mag- munity feel deeply the loss: of an enterprising
fire
from
heaven
into
his
pipe.”
mueh
respected Christian citizen, taken
that, but what we have done we shill up| nificent, sweeping hand ; “Henry VIII; a {and
Thé chief received tl e angouncement
away iu the prime of his manhood.
hold; we have carried an election which
H. BREWER.
neverthe- strong, bold, and determined hand, while
the slaveholders. feel to be the end of their with a look of incredulity, bat, and
suffer- that of Charles II. was a running scrawl.
‘Steel,
and
flint
his
dropped
Jess,
could
EPHRAIM
L,,
eldest
son
of
Samuel
people
anti-slavery
reign.” The old
Amopg
the poets Gray wrote with elab- Sarah F. Flanders, died of typhoid fever,F,in and
drew
Gilnot understand it ; never understood it till ed the Captain to proceed. Burton
orate
neatness
and - regularity; Leigh ford, Nov. 21, aged 18 years and 5 months, He
lass, or maga'smaH sun
the Eman igaign Proclamation was issued. from his ‘pocket
nifying lens, abd concealing it in his band, Hunt, with the utmost grace and beauty ; professed faith in Christ, seyeral years ago, but
Then they
di .
and at Rogers, a careful and finished hand; Tom soon after laid down his testimony, although his
The beginning of the war was disastrous, he bade the chief to smoke-away, of the Moore, an easy, rm
was
hand; Shake- subsequent life showed that; a good work
Ww.
tin his heart. Daring his sickness he
but the President and his Foreign Secretary the same time he turped the bowl
gpeare’s
handwriting,
like
his
poetry,
is
focal
and brought the
called
upon the Lord and felt that his Pravers
never quailed. OF their right they were pigs toward the san,
tof the rays upon the tobacco. The the most remarkable the world has eyer were heard and answered. Parents, brother
certain; and the result proved that they
seen
;
Wordsworth
wrote
a
very
ordinary
and sisters feel sorely afflicted. May the Lord
and the smoke came forth. The
had ‘not miscalculated the spirit and ve- duskytook,
8. C. K.
.
chieftain puffed out a fragrant cloud, hand ; Walter Savage Landor, a bold and comfort them.
sources of the northern part of the Union.
vigorous
one;
Edgar
A.
Poe's
handwritand
pipe,
his
of
bowl
the
at
WiLrOrD C., youngest son of Chester and
The ** star” of Davis and Lee, and Jack- then looked in awe before the p e-faced ing was strikingly beautiful, and as clear, Sarah
Simpson, died of wheoping cough and
son, rose higher and higher, and the sip then knelt
pueumonia,
in Littleton, N. H., Oct. 26, aged 21
regular,and
legible
as
print;
T:
Buehana
wontemptthe
not
would
Ile
Captain.”
d exchanged complimonths.
Precious bud, thou art gone to bloom
per Ten" in’ En
Read
wrote
a
picturesque
and
pleasin
man
medicine
t
the
of
power
derful
O. H. STREETER.
ments on the evidence once more given to
Willis; a’ careless,
ashing in heaven.
Burton obtafued. his case of in- hand; N. P.
the world of the superiority of ‘ ‘blue blood.” farther.
hand; Keats's handwriting was bold, but
ELra LisBY died in Charleston, Me., Sept.
struments
from
.the
chief's
own
hands.—
It was all at once recalled that these Southrather clerky ; Sir; Walter Scott's was ut- 23, aged 18 years. She embraced relizion a few
erners were geatlemen of America; the Ledger.
terly devoid of character; Tennyson's is months before death, and lived a devoted life
|
men who engaged in no degrading trade;
chaste and elassic; TLongfellow’s displays until God called her home.
and all the vest of it. The blunder of the
Jubal B. STEVENS died in Charleston, Oct.
vigor and strength ; Emerson's is sprawlYour
Kid
Gloves.
Trent scizare was made and repaired. The
ing, illegible, decidely bad; and that of 22, aged 22 y#ars and 5 months. She embraced
— es
to
do
relizion
one year ago and lived a faithful
not
*“
would
it
that
declared
President
Holmes, finished and gracefal. J. Feni- Christian about
from that time until her death,
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swop horses in passing a ford,” and the
more Cooper wrote very carelessly ; Wash- bore her sickness with patience and resignation,
The difisuity
, Foreizn ‘Secretary agreed.
ington’s hand was firm, dignified and man- while she calmly looked into the future, ready to
was settled amicably, the Americans yiel
hear the summons to comé up bigher.
She has
ly; Edward Everett's neat and pretty,
spirit of" the people never was shown more
than at that time. ' The newspapers of both
countries fanned the flama for war, Mr.
Lincoln and Mr. Seward stood firm against
ecls- |
it an gave up the prisoners. Their
jon was indorsed, almost unanimously, by
the people.
In this dispute, and in many that fellowody Mr. Seward was in the'front so far as
our own country was concerned. On him
devolved the despatches which caused so
. He was
Er
vengeful ‘a ‘feéling in
Lord John
warm, bitter, pungent,
turb his equaRussell, having nothing
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course invariably eurt) and unerringly logical. What had England done? he asked.
Had she not tried to stop the Alabama and
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five years, and the first year’s premium was paid
in cash, and notes given for the remainder, payable at intervals, and the insurance company becomes insolvent, the consideration for the note
fails, and nothing can be recovered thereon.
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“To carve fowls

(which

side next

be laid

the tenderloin underneath,) then turn it and
cut from the tenderloin. "Help the guests to
both kinds,
cutting
tongue

of mutton, or a ham, begin by

across the middle to the bone.
Cuta
across, and not lengthwise, and help

from the middle part.

\

Carve a forequarter of lamb by se
ting the
shoulder from the ribs, and then divide the ribs,
To carve a loin of veal, begin at the smaller
end and separate the ribs, Help each one toa
piece of kidney and its fat. Carve pork and
mutfon in the same way.
To carve a fillet of veal, begin at the top and
help to the stuffing with each slice. Im a breast
of veal, separate the breast and brisket, and then
el them up, asking what part is preferred.
In carvinga pig, it is customary to divide it,

before

it comes

to the ta-

ble,as to many
persons the head is revolting.
Cut off the ribs and divide them.
In ‘earving venison,
make a deep
incision
down to the bone to let out the juices, and turn
the broad end towards you, cutting deep in thin
slices,
For a sad lle of venison. cut from the tail fowards the other end, on each side in thin. slices.
Warm plates are very neccessary with venison
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market if we choose to sell, or which may be
taken out again in the form of hard work whenever we may call upon it, In case ot accident
we may realize the full amount of our invest.
ment at the hands of the mearest butcher.
An
idle ox is active capital, the investment is safe
and well insured and his fodder is pretty certain
to get paid for, either in flesh or in work.
.The difference in returns in the two cases is
a very important one, and the extra cost of a
teamster in the vse of the slower animals is
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Oxen,
on the other hand, if properly treated,

are a tolerably safe storehouse of working power, ‘When not at work they are laying on flesh,
which is-worth so. much per pound in a ready
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There were fifty-one deaths from smallpox in
Boston last week.
"Robert
M. and Stephen A. Dougldss, sons ‘of
the late Senator Douglass, have prepared and
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in the
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eve of his retirement from office, and reseslved
not to favor any species of legislation at Albany

this winter whieh looked only to party

is a thickly-tim-

The pneumatic tube, for which Congress at its
last session appropriated $15:000, will soon be
put in practical operation between the national
capitol and the government printing office, and
be put toa praetieal test. Mr. Albert Brisbane,
the inventor, claims that he can transmit packages from New
York to San Francisco by this
method.
The inside diameter of the tube laid at
‘Washington is thirty-one inches, and that of the
sphere, which is to be propelled through it by

Ward 2, Boston, and petitions are circulating for

character, the bodies of eleven

was conceived

have no information.
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the depth of 200 feet a bed of bituminous coal
was struck ; but as to its quality and extent we

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s agent reports
that Professor Stowe, her husband, is lying at
the point of death.
All her advertisements
readings have been withdrawn.
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bered morass about 200 miles in eircamference—
nearly twice as large as the Dismal Swamp—and
in order to ascertain the mature of the ground
beneath it, a shaft was sank at its border.
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ed by the stockholders to Vice-President
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of draining this swamp. which
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that has hitherto been unsuited
being found excellently adapted
It is considered by good judges as
of far more remunerative results

than the wheat product.

hunt the Modoe Indians.

of apoplexy, at his home in P

Horses are a neeessity for regular roadswork |
.and for many operations ou’ the farm, but it is

of the leading cultures of the Joaquin valley muck

The Philadelphia iron-masters
propdse
the
erection of an iron monument to Horace Greeley.
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the halfation of civilized man.
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estimate the tobacco

of Missouri this year at 30 4000 hogsheads.
Last
year it reached 18,000 hogsheads.
The liberal
premiums offered by the tobaceo association have
done much to stimulate planters to increase their
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hunt up and overhaul certain ancient maps in
the British colonies office, a-iradition existing
that therein may be found the original boundary
line, giving
Virginia five miles more territory
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in Washing-

Virginia bes sent commissioners to England to

On Friday, in the Senate, the Boston relief
bill was referred, after discussion, to the judiciary committee.
A substitute for the sloops-ofwar bill passed by the House was reported by
the committee
on naval affairs. The lower
the College of William and Mary for losses
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ton,” the New Orleans 7imes remarks
mighty small
Indian could
embrace
Christianity there.is. there now.”

discussed, but ‘not acted upon. In the other
branch a substitute for the soldiers’ bounty land
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